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PREFACE*

These Lessons have been drawn up with a view to help

students of Chinese who know some Mandarin, and who are

desirous of commencing the study of Wenli.
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INTRODUCTION.

One of the most noticeable changes introduced into China

during this generation is the creation of a new style of writing,

and a new terminology.

The example of Japan, and the opening of the world to travel,

have led many Chinese students to not only visit foreign countries,

but to live in them and acquire the education to be obtained in their

Colleges and Universities. The result is that an ever-increasing

number return home as graduates of the various seats of learning

in the West. Some of these scholars have kept up their Chinese

studies and some have not, but in each case they have new ideas

and new thoughts which struggle to find adequate expression. Fail-

ing to find such terms as they need ready-made for their purpose,

they have coined new ones, and so have clone to the Chinese tongue

what has been done to the English language, i.e., enriched it with

words, phrases, and terms. The impact of foreign intercourse in

politics, science, trade, religion, etc., is thus showing itself in the

creation of a terminology in these various subjects, which twenty or

thirty years ago would have been regarded as barbarous and

uncouth, but which is to-day freely used in political and other circles.

The reason for this is that many are literal, or nearly literal, trans-

lations of foreign terms.

Other things that have helped forward this movement have

been the inauguration of a Republic, and the introduction of the

modern newspaper. This latter was first in the field, but under the

sway of the Manchus was published in the Treaty Ports only, where

editors could say their say unmolested. With the introduction of

a republican form of government, papers have sprung up on every

hand and express their views unchecked; but whether this larger

liberty will be for the ultimate good of the country or not, is open

to question. The fact remains, however, that newspapers have come

to stay, and not only to stay, but to do all they can to educate their

readers. This—the desire of the newspaper editor to educate the
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readers of his paper—has caused a considerable change in the

language employed, and iii the style of writing. Scholars of a

generation ago seemed more anxious to display their own learning

than to inform their readers, and the more abstruse the style and

the more recondite the reference the better the scholarship.

Protestant missionary propaganda has largely helped to change all

this. The wide dissemination of Christian truth in the form of

simple tracts and books, and the distribution of the Scriptures in

Mandarin and in many different dialects, throughout the Empire,

have done much to open the eyes both of the official and educated

classes to the need of a simple style, if they would really influence

the masses. For example, the idea of a proclamation being issued

in Mandarin, would have been scouted by the previous generation

of officials, but during the past few years, even Viceroys have not

thought it beneath them to issue proclamations in the simplest

of simple Mandarin when they have desired to engage the atten-

tion and enlist the sympathies of the people. Some have been

issued in jgf '^^, plain colloquial, when it has been thought desirable

to arouse the people to action.

This style of thing is likely to increase as the people take a

share in the government of the country, and different political

parties are anxious to carry the populace with them in elections

and public questions. It is not safe to prophesy till after the event,

but it looks as though, in the course of a few years, the old st3de of

Wenli will be elbowed out by what may be termed current Wenli,

or at least confined to articles in magazines purchased and read by

the elect few. It is certain that the new wine will not do in old

bottles, it will burst them and the wine will be spilled.

Needless to say, the Chinese language lends itself most readily

to these new demands made upon it. Like the Chinese people, it

retains its own character in the midst of changes, and at the same

time has sufficient flexibility to adapt itself to all modern require-

ments ; so that a living mobile style has sprung up, shewing itself

capable of expressing most that is required of it, and lending itself

in the hands of a good writer to the expression of anything and

everything under the sun.

vi
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) >h^ The Chinese newspaper^ in addition to popularizing this sort

of writing, has also created an interest in present-day things that is

helping to oust interest in things of the past President Yuan is a

greater figure to-day than Wen-Wang. Telegrams telling the result

of negotiations for a Foreign Loan are read with more avidity than

classical passages dealing with the length of the Sage's night-shirt,

and his partiality for ginger. The colour of his gown and the kind

of cuffs he preferred are of little interest by the side of the abolition

of the queue and permission for officials on foreign service to wear

foreign dress. Hence the student of Chinese who wishes to be at

all up-to-date, must have at least a nodding acquaintance with news-

papers and newspaper style. The missionary who works among

students and the educated classes^ can scarcely afford to dispense

with a certain knowledge of its contents, if he would understand

the conversation of those among whom he labours.

This book has been written with a view to introducing anyone

who has a knowledge of Mandarin to such a style as that mentioned

above. It may be regarded as a Supplement to the author's Man-

darin Primer (8th. Edition). Bearing in mind the difficulties many
find in passing from the study of Mandarin to Wenli, the Wenli

text has been translated into Mandarin and printed in parallel

columns in the Lessons. This, and explanatory Notes, should help

to make the rough
i
aths fairly plain, and enable the student, by a

comparison with the Mandarin translation, to grasp the force and

use of Wenli words and particles. These latter, which form the

principal difficulty, have been treated with some fulness. Their

relation to each other, to the progress of thought, together with

their value as connectives, are exhibited in the Notes; while a full

Index enables the reader to turn up illustrations of their use in

varying connectives. Such a word as ^, for example, studied alone,

seems to a beginner well-nigh hopeless, but, when seen in its various

settings as a part of the text, it is shorn of half its terrors. To
illustrate : a few years ago, a railway in Florida was extended

across a large stretch of water. The difficulties of the undertaking

were considerably reduced, owing to the presence of a number of

small islands which occurred at intervals, and were known as the

J
vn
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Florida Keys. The railway was carried from one ' key ' to the

other and the waste of waters was bridged. Roughly speaking,

Wenli particles are not unlike these 'keys.' If their force and

significance are once mastered, half the difficulty of acquiring Wenli

is bridged over.

The English translation is purposely made as full as possible,

and in many cases is over-translated for the benefit of the begin-

ner: no translation is given of the Reading Lessons; by the aid of

the Notes, the learner may make one for himself if he so desire.

The first few Lessons consist of telegrams taken from the

newspaper, and purposely deal in a fragmentary way with the

subject in hand: the later Lessons are more connected and elaborate.

The subjects chosen deal with present-day affairs, and form

a memorial of one of the most striking epochs of Chinese history.

The fall of the Manchu Dynasty, the Election of a President for

the New Republic, the New Educational System, The Life of the

first Pr^ident, etc, make a combination of events of a unique

character.

A selection of such New Terms as are met with in ordinary

reading are added to the Index of the words that occur in the book,

and are separately defined.

ChEi?oo, January 191 3.

im • ' mm
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LESSONS
IN

,

ELEMENTARY WENLI
lESSON I. fflJ

—

"TOMMY" RUN WILD.

S « 5 1J t i i.f,,i g s 1? ^
The Mutiny at Peking.

Since the Manchus of the Pure Dynasty promulgated the Edict

of Abdication, the troops in the capital have succeeded in scrupu-

lously observing military discipline, and have maintained quiet and

good order. This evening (however) an unexpected calamity

occurred—Yuan's troops mutinied, looted, fired upon (the people)

and set fire to property in all directions.

1. g J^I'^ This is a construction in which g is used in correlation with
JU 5K to indicate duration of time, and the sentence to which the time has reference
is inserted between them. So employed l^ may not only be used with expressions
which cannot be used alone, as ;>! f^, :i Bf, but also with prepositions which may
be used independently, as iU ^f ; e.g. ^ 3c Jci ^ since he went—from the time of
departure; l3 »1 ?f5 3i B$from the time of entrance—since entering. The sentence
that lies between g and its correlative may be simple or compound, long or short
easy or involved.

@ is used below in correlation with a verb, and in this case also a sentence
lies between them. |^ M i^ fji ^ W\ 'Jf ^ ^ ^ it started from the side (in the
vicinity) of Yuan-shi-k'ai's dwelling. In Mandarin ^ is usually reinforced by ^,
as at the beginning of the Mandarin text.

2. -g- all. This is usually the equivalent of f|> in Mandarin. In many cases
it does not need to be translated, its function being to indicate the plural ; e.g. ^ |^
^ the military See below Jfe ;>^ 'I" # the local officials ..... ^ is used in a
similar sense, separated from -^ by the noun : see below ^ J6& ^^ ^/ 1?S there is

fighting everywhere : this is a common construction and illustrates the fact that it

too may be used to express the plural in certain connections, instead of merely
retaining its distributive force : cp. English 'each and all.'

3. f]^ have been able to. This word is often used not only of mere ability
or potentiality, but also of actual performance. v -

4. ^ To beget ; to occur ; to take place.

5. @ To change—from law-abiding subjects to rebels; hence, to revolt; to
rebel.

5f A /fi ^ :^, ij ^ /{^ ^T fr ^^^^ ^^^^'^ ^'^ ^^^^ enl/si, good iron

is not used/or ?naking ?iatls.
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mM - '^ ift ^o^

iffi =t * it/ ft ^^ 5ij

ft!

# fe # lilolt ft^

^ ^ i^ fi M ^ i'j

The outbreak of this evening started in the vicinity of Yuan-
shi-kai's residence, and we are convinced that he is apprehensive of
danger.

The heavens were Hghted up by the fire from all parts of the

city : fire broke out in one part of the Forbidden City also.

Some foreigners who resided outside the Legation Area were
unable at once to take refuge there, but, so far, the mutineers have
shewn no sign of enmity to foreigners.

1. -^ This is a character constantly used in the book style, and is chameleon-
like in its manifold meanings and usage : in some connections it defies grammatical
analysis. Here it is the equivalent of 6^ as a sign of the genitive—of, or belonging
to— T* '^ILWi^ the origin of this evening's calamity. Other examples of its use
in this sense may be found below : # A 'Z. • • 1^ '^ those of the foreigners who
resided; "M ¥'^ '£. Vi. the aspect of terror; ^M. "Z W, the origin of the mutiny;
and so on.

2. 1^ that from which motion issues, hence, the origin or moving cause.

3- S . . . ^ fe see above.

4. :^ as here used, often indicates a state or condition ^ fe ^ is in a position
of peril. See below :^T Vb SL :^ ffi S in a position to control the disorder. So
frequently in Mandarin, e.g. '^^'^ ^ Mr. Li is in trouble;

-fife ^ Mt ^ ^ he is in

a position of wealth and influence.

5. j^ A candle. One feature of Wen-li is the use of nouns as verbs, usually
in a closely related sense to the meaning of the noun. Here, it is a short step
between a candle and to illuminate. So with jg a crown, read in the fourth tone,

(^ M) to crown.

6. 5j^ Also. A particle used in the book style corresponding to & as indicating

something additional.

'X. ^ One difference between Mandarin and Wen-li is the inversion of order,

here A ^ would be JE 'X m the colloquial. See also above ^ ^.

7. As used here :i distinguishes a class of people who belong to or form part
of a larger class—those who ^ outside the Legation Area; hence, 'some foreigners.'

8. -^ who ; he who ; those who ; etc. This may be separated from its antecedent
by a sentence, or clause, simple or involved. # X^oreigners "^ some ^ who ^ 9
reside ^ tf Legation -^ ^[^ boundary outside. See also below ^ US A #•
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^ yt

^ m ^.=g^ *t # -e

**S« IS) fim^E.:?:
'tt.W ^h^l!^ 1^ :R «l

^ « 3^ «S =t fi^ B. «^
# :Jt #oW It «= i^^

J£

>^"i

w^&sws ^
J^_h M 4J5 i- it
# ^"'Mi * ^ A
^ «L ^ e:#

"

Burning and looting continue without intermission. The

fire appears to be spreading. The whole city is in a state of

alarm that may not be set forth in words. The streets are choke

full of the lawless populace who are acting outrageously, looting and

pillaging. The foreign troops and Legation guards are devising

means to rescue their nationals (from danger) and move them

into the Legations.

I- ^ A escape enter. So used X is often an equivalent of 'in* and may be
regarded as merely completing the action of the verb, see below ^ A J ^ A-

2. M . . . . ^ but .... still, f^ indicates time in many connections—'up

till'; 'so far;' etc.

3- ±. Note how from % all is dependent on this character, making the whole
descriptive—no enmity—regards—foreigners' behaviour= no hostile bearing to-

wards foreigners.

4. :^ 8;^ Properly behaviour ; actions ; but constantly used as here, to indicate
'bearing towards' ; 'attitude adopted ;' etc.

5. ^ . . . Q This furnishes a good illustration of the terse style of Wen-li.
Where in Mandarin two or more characters would be used, one does duty for them ;

see Mandarin translation ^^%%ifs ^^\3.'^ &,^- It is often a great help in

getting at the m*:3tiing of a "compressed" sentence, to turn it into colloquial.

6. Q end; limit; not as in Mandarin in the sense of 'already.'

7. ^ aspect; condition of things. Aspect either physically or figuratively,
hence, 'appear to be.'

8. ^ Commonly used as a verb=^.

9. P|[ To illustrate ; a parable. Here with M=to shew ; ^ pT # >#[ may not
by words be set forth.

10. B sign of passive ; 'by,' not as in Mandarin ' for,' or in an active sense as

rit =ff pJi J^ etc. So frequently, see below B Ei ti j^^j J«.

11. II the full form of |ZC|, here used as an adverb. It is also Used as a verb,
as are fJC and ^ the full forms of Zl and -f-. Of the remaining numerals i£, ^, 3E{(,

Xi A^ ^) «ire used as nouns.

12. 2S: as a conjunction, the equivalent of ifn or [gj.
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^ ;km Mom *om

^.M iRi A e^ ^ 3:

n m -b n t> f

PI ^ ¥ # 5f A— # :R ::'<: W g
«b ^ m IE fij ^-*- 'jir; ria^ -^/Ft ^s«:

IsE
$k
m

^4n ¥'A IE

^ t^.ffi + ii ^. a
^jK*:ft.nT-A

There was the sound of continuous firing; some shots went
flying into the Legation Area.

The main street of the Hata Gate—Uang-fu-ching Street—is

still burning.

On the evening of the 29th, at 7 o'clock, the troops revolted

simultaneously at the Tong-hua Men and the Hsi-hua Alen. They
rushed through every street firing the houses and pillaging. Fires

began throughout the entire sections adjoining both gates, and a

strong wind suddenly springing up at the time, the force of the wind
caused a greater conflagration.

Mutiny began because of the cutting down of the pay of the

military. It is difficult as yet to foresee the result of this tumult

in the streets. The Legation Area is securely closed, and the

Legation guards are all stationed in the forts inside, ready to act as

the occasion demands.

1. ^ . . . ^ there were some which

2. iE tt these are the equivalent of the present participle, and may be
variously translated, 'just as'; 'during;' etc.

3. P.^ time, now commonly used in current Wen-li as the equivalent of an hour,
or of B^ ^ a period of two hoars.

4. '!% A repeated from above. Pronouns are sparingly used; either the
noun is repeated or is implied in the construction.

5. — ^ Used not only of a belt of country but also descriptive of a district
adjoining some place previously mentioned, e.g., .J: r§ "^ ^ J& :fr the Shanghai
district.

nn
6. j?i> a section. Also applied to a body of soldiers. See below, §g 3J and %
Hd fff5 T ^ it was owing to Yuan-shi-k'ai's troops ....
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im.
^±^ ^

ill ^ ti

mM + It ^ E fid Bt

m «»^ fid :?^ ^ JH.

m # « » t# m ;fc

*. .#^11^1S£
«5 US ^ :ft.Mofi?i ja

tr -I- ft « 4!CoS
'gt if. it It ^ Bio

|g SK nt 1^ ;i 0.8*

# E ^ :^.1S

M ^ [^ ft *Fj^ ^

^B±
^M^R.m

There was fighting in all parts of the Forbidden City at half

past ten p.m. '

* .,- '^-/ -':'.^:-/K:^;y'y'':^^^^

This mutiny and its (attendant) evils has its origin simply

in the desire to plunder. It appears that a certain company, the

Third Brigade, has an evil notoriety. On this occasion, because

they would not submit to the order to cut off their queues, and
anticipated that after Yuan-shi-k'ai had been South he would
disband the soldiery, they took advantage of the opportunity to

plunder, retaining (the plunder) as provision for the future.

1. -j^ to be; it is that: used in Wen-li as the equivalent of ^ usually when
some occasion for an action is given ; hence " it was owing to."

2. ;?§... M is it started because of the lessened issue of military pay (or
rations).

3. ifn is constantly found attached to a verb that finishes a sentence, and,
though essential for style, scarcely needs to be translated. See below Hn W] 5 ^"d ^
tM Hn JE- Standing alone it maj'- introduce the conclusion of a conditional clause in
correspondence with some preceding word such as §§, or be mereb'' a conjunction
"and; " "but; " "and yet; " etc., e.g. ^i^M^- it seems right and yet it is wrong.

4- J0: stationed at, in contrast to ft living at or in.

5- ^ B? ifil W] waiting the time and then moving, i.e., awaiting developments
before taking action.

6. H -p ^ ^ newspapers usually give the number of minutes, instead of, as
in Mandarin, the quarter and half hours, e.g., i* j£^ 4* jg.

7- ^ M'^ see above. ^r
'

-' .-v ?.-, ^:::::;:
;-

./ ^'D ;%;:
"

8. j'rfc . . . @ this occasion mutiny calamity's origin. * The effect of the mutiny
(IS trouble, calamity) is tersely expressed by the two characters together. Hence
in rendering such expressions into English it is often necessary to add certain words
to fully express the meaning, jlfc like^ in Mandarin may often be rendered by ' the.'
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il ^ MoM; a ^ 4
•i « IL lit it :^ =

m Mi m.^ ^ * «

lo-^ 11 ?K ¥ ^M

tm^
m-ifi: an

tE ^ E w.y m z
ffi * ^' ^ # * «

""
"^ ^ ^

-tarw^ j^ >sK ^ i *'

n.mzMm^.
Z 4» tte^.^jlfc

When they mutinied, the local rowdies also joined them, and set

fire to various places in the city. At present the local officials have
the situation well in hand and have found no difficulty in restoring

order.

1. ^ to search into. This word is constantly used to introduce a statement
or fresh sentence. So used, it indicates, not so much the act of searching into, but
the result of such action, and may be translated "It appears; " "it would seem; "

"I find that;" etc. In some connections it simply marks the beginning of a sentence
and need not be translated.

2. 1^ heretofore ; indicates the leading characteristics, the usual state of
things.

3- ^ %. this, which is translated * not to submit to,' includes the idea of 'non-
acceptance ' owing to some latent feeling of the unreasonableness of the thing
in question. The action is not accepted, a person does not feel happy in acquiescing
in it. From JJg to -^ is all dependent on -Z.—the cut off queues order.

4- H • • • Mj beforehand retained in their minds the idea that Here
again all that lies between the verb # and ^ is dependent on ^ and is sandwiched
between them.

5. i^ this is the equivalent of gfc in Mandarin and indicates the ' turn ' of the
sentence.

6. j^ . . . fif the kind of |'f plan ; scheme, is made descriptive by :il ; it was a
future-support plan, i.e., a plan by which they would have enough in hand to
support themselves after they were disbanded later on.

7- 51^ • . • "w" also with them united: here it. =them; it is used as a pronoun
in both singular and plural senses.

8. -g- renders i| j^ 'b' plural.

9- ^ • • ii has rule-disorder power, or authority. Here Z indicates the
kmd of power possessed.

la -ilL at the end of a sentence often acts as a full stOE.
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BEADING LESSON I. .—

•Jc«*10-

An Embryo President.

^Mfwm^^n^^Mmm mm

Life of Sun-yat-sen. 1.

Sun-yat-sen, whose life is sketched in this and the following

Lessons, was elected Provisional President of the Chinese Republic

at Nanking, December 29th, 191 1. The Republic was proclaimed

at Nanking, January ist, 1912.

Later on. Sun retired from public life, and resigned the presi-

dency to Yuan-shi-k'ai ^ -jft f[, who holds the office until the

convocation of the National Assembly.

1. 1^ ... PI) obscurely lived in the fields ; of lowly rustic origin.

2. ^ . , . ffi had grass and trees as companions.

3. ^ . . .^ followed the occupation of a farmer.

4. ^ • . . ^ succeeded to his father's calling as a farmer.

5. ^X . . . ^1 JU, is defined by /Tl to use ; to employ. This describes its force
and use with sufficient accuracy in many connections ; it indicates the means employed
to produce certain results, and may be translated by, "in what way;" "by what
means ;" etc., jil I"! "^ for what reason jfg and 1^ caused him j^ to be fg^ ifil hot
blooded (ardent) ^ ^ $^ i^ revolutionary,—what caused him to become an ardent
republican. ^ describes a class, people in a certain category, e.g.,^^^ philosophers

;

'^^ i5c '^ scientists, etc., ^ ^ to alter the decree of heaven, i.e., to overturn the decree
by which the Manchus reigned : cp. gj :^ S! 1^ Yin superseded the appointment of
Hsia. ;g- indicates the agent and may be looked on in this and similar con-
nections as forming part of the name or title.

6. HQ . . . ^ according to Sun's own statement, glj here merely introduces the
clause and does not need to be translated.

7- W sign of the past tense, ^ . . . ^ had started a school.

8. # . . . B$ when he had a little leisure. ^
g. ^M . . . Sl^ celebrated people of the school of Hong and Yang. M is used of

those who hold certain systems or opinions e.g., post-millenarians ^ ^ ^ i® ; for
'i^ see below: ^ is iip ^ ^ a schoolmaster who was associated with ^ in the
T'ai-p'ing rebellion.

10. jg 5^ set forth in detail. ^ is largely used in modern parlance with ^ ia
the sense of " to lecture

;
" " to address ;

" " to discourse upon." " "

"
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ilJo^ol^ H ^ 2: ¥'-^ PJ ^ T- ^ B ;^ ^
^ ^ ^ & gp a.m^ ^;t¥^;2:^sS;t

vnu ^o# bT ai ^ :i M lSo# t? tt
y^ js ^ ;t m;^ ^offi * M # ff ^ f

,r^ -=1^^ :^
l2rTr? -t^ ftw^ —u.. -*tii >-«^ -r&\ UlJ-. -r. t^l^

1. :i hira. ^ . . . Z thought highly of him.
2. ^ prophesied that he would be a second Hong-hsiu-ch'iien, the originator

of the T'aip'ing Rebellion.

3. :^ . . . JHJ were not willing to go home but were M is commonly
used in correspondence with some other word, not .... but ....

4. j^ hence. "M • • • ^ bore a special reputation for resolution from early years.

5. iJ: . . ^ by the time he was grown up he had imbibed the spirit of
enlightenment to the full. % 59 intelligent; enlightened; civilized; as opposed to

^ ^ rude ; barbarous.
6. ^ . . . ^ more than ever regarded himself as the Hong-hsut-ch'iien of

the present time. ^ increase =on a wider scale }^), introducing the object of i^ ff:

self promised,— regarded himself as.

7. M • ^ iii the course of a few years ^ but in the end . . .
^" had by

exertion amassed a fortune.
8. p- ... lit lived in a condition of decay; was in poor circumstances. fB is

applied to a state or condition.

9. '1^ ... ^" was truly pitiable, of preceding certain words is nearly the
equivalent of 'able 'in English, e.g., lij ^ pitiable; nT i!^ eatable; etc.

10. iM • • i. thereupon sent a letter to call him JU j^ by means of a letter;

invited him by letter.

11. ^ . . . >:i! a school organized by a Christian pastor.

12. ^ . . . i^ finally was influenced by it and became a Christian Ha 3 and
became ^ . . . ^' one who believed in Christianit3^

13- B. -^ faithfully told ; gave him a 'straight talk.'

14. 1^ • . . 31" how can I endure lightly to forsake it ?

15. i'X ^ to regard as, to consider. i^X in this construction may be separated
from '^, and an object, or an object and its attributes inserted between them; e.g.,

W ftli ffl 'ffi 6^ .JL ^/ J5 Wi fS regarded him and his brother as the source of the
trouble.

8
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1- ^ . . . ?& were eager to be on good terms with him.

2. 'g . . . ^ full of knowledge and ability.

3. ^ . . .^ whenever he set forth plans for benefiting society and the people
. . . . •^ each,=every time ; whenever.

4- "$(•' M. niore by the villagers him respected—^was held in greater esteem
by the villagers. This use of ;> roughly corresponds to the use of the pronoun in
old English when it follows the noun, e.g., Robert Jones his mark ; for J. E.
Robinson his sake.

5. ^ used in Wen-li for H, or in this case -t*.

6. JU . . . M . . . ^ . . . ifn • • ^ here JU = to employ, or colloquially " to take,"
a W ^ youth of sixteen or seventeen M and (consider him) able to occupy this
position 7f^ is also $g ^ entirely without (precedent) M is used as an intensitive
particle—exceedingly ; etc., M or else -^ ^ :# is something seldom met with.

_ 7- ttl • . . J^ from this on, the administration of village affairs was reformed.
E5C .a to reform.

8. :fe a particle of comparison, still more; = |£, more by Jft 1^ the villagers;
^ a sign of the plural.

9- :^n . . . ftS as for example buying guns and cannon, i.e., arms JU in order to.
This is a common use of PJ. indicating the object proposed in a certain line of action.
So in the following sentence i^ A lighting lamps at night in order to benefit
travellers. .:'-:--::- i:-: i.

--'^--^ -i]-',

10. — . . . gp no sooner .... than.

11. ~
parts W
hero,

12.

— ... gp no sooner .

.

H . . . ^ daily said yx marking the object tSii ^ 1^ A that such a man of
^ and yet hibernate ^^ seemed nothing short of hiding away a

below o

Jil . . . ^ in order to help him to seek an education.

Fin S * only this and nothing more '—this was all that was needed.
M •"- A M & no one but Sun.

14. . . , # doubtless all along had had a desire for medical studies.

See
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1- 'ftfe • . . 1^ had no other desire.

2- & . . IS hence he had the reputation of being a diligent student.

3. ^ . . . ^ when every Sunday came round—every Sunday. M ii?3 a week,
but often used for the first day, Sunday. *

4. d^. . . . 'I'g in nothing niggardly; very open-handed.

5. in ^^ like this ; in this manner.

6. iK • • • ^ the head of the School pleased with his ability, appointed him as

School Assistant. ^ is largely used under the new regime as a designation of

oflficers or those in charge, i^ his—possessive^ has often, as here, an active sense =

to act as ; >is: refers to the place or person in question ;
;i^s; ^ the school.

7- is • • • fid obtaining a salary he H(J then, accordingly JU used it to

8. 2^ . . . ^ in the end graduated with honours iU with@^ excellent ; tip-top

grade ^M finished studies -^ finished ; in the end ; finally ; see below 2^ ^ p in

the end stated that

9. ^ F^ Macao.

10. i^ . . . fi there was one Chen-peh followed him.

11. iB& ^ t* confidential secretary.

12. ^ -g" -^ The Triad Society—Heaven, Earth, and Man.

13- W . . • # I'Ote ^ as indicating a class— the wealthy ^ ^ ;g the poor.

14- ^ ^ • ' -M -Z from this (fact) hence but .... were jealous of
him.

15- "G^ • • • # had merely an English, not a Portuguese diploma. M W evidence
writing—a diploma.

16. aS . . . ^ compel him to give up his practice.

* See Mandarin Primer, P 104.
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started the revolutionary movement on ajarge scale,

recently vi^hile he was in Macao, ^=^ '

. . ig; but at this stage he gathered about him those of the same aim.
• ffi i^ to organise ; jjtt largely used

I. :k
2. -n

' 3. M - . ,

4. il . . . tfc organised a secret society

of an association ; company ; society ; etc.

5. ^ . . . -ffij their programme was to overturn the Manchu dynasty and organ-
ise and establish a united Chinese government. ^ ^ give a sense of finality to the
sentence—it was nothing short of. -fe, at the end of a sentence is often the equiva-

lent of ' !
'.

6. S • • • iS those who were like-minded and already (members of) the society.

7. i!5 . . • ;^ and so his influence gradually became greater.

LESSON II. P - H
«TOMMY ^' AFTER LOOT.

;t + ^*^^ti it
S.i^.2. i^ ^ — M

# ^ ^y ffi m.'f

The Mutiny at Peking. II.

Mutiny broke out afresh among the military on the ist of the

month at 5 p. m. to the north of the Forbidden City. The scene of

last night's disturbance was all peaceful by 10 p. m.

1. ai To happen. This word indicates the point of time, or the place where.
»S ^ . . . ^ happened to be the north of the Forbidden City : so ig fg ^ Bf
precisely at that time.

2. — ^ The whole ; all. Used much as — -^ in Mandarin, as a sign of the
plural; — ||; — '^; — ^; are also used in the same sense.

^ "fit ^ M ^ ^ ^ T^^^ morale, not the number of soldiers, is

the main tJmig.

II
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a n ^ ^ ^ A m'

\ /Cr /W^ /^ /W ?^ 1^

^ a A ^ ^ '^
" m-sAa #.^

fl H ^ S! w ^

Yuan-shi-k'ai has offered a reward for the detection and appre-

hension of the blackguards who incited to pkmder. He has promised
largess to the soldiers who exert themselves to maintain military

discipline.

Feng-tai, situated between Tientsin and Peking, is in a state

of disorder. It is much to be feared that the mutiny there will

have exceptional consequences.

Although a few foreign residences have been entered and
plundered by lawless soldiery, still, up till now, there has been no
hostility shewn to foreigners.

Yuan-shi-k'ai has informed foreigners that he is profoundly

distressed because of the alarm caused them by the disturbances.

1. IH S; ^-^ notified that he would reward ; ^ |§ notice of reward.

2. J'il muddy. Usually followed by such words as gL> ffi» Hj when it takes on
the idea of stirring up to evil.

3. ^ . . . . :§ should there be those among the military who.

4. W . . . ^ here JU is a sign of the object and does not need to be translated.

5- ^7 ^ of the midst ^= between : here ^ is descriptive.

6. ^ is a distinctively Wen-li word though used in certain connections in

Mandarin, and negatives the word or statement it precedes. #^ ^ not common

;

extraordinary.

7. Sg marking a condition^—though ; granting ; etc.—must, contrary to English
usage, have an antecedent; The residences of foreigners though. . . The same applies

to ^ and in many cases to ^ ; it is better to write A ^ ^ "s" than ^ h /f "W for,

if people are not willing.

12
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Iwan ^ S^'^J

^ Ji> t?> jg i'C fi^ ff
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fi^ » ^ ft.Jffi^^ S-
« ft )R is :^: # r

In T
A5t^

#aM"^^-s^E
4^ ^ ^

\-s fe

^M^
iWSl

He further says that he has now taken special precautions that there

shall be no further cause for anxiety.

It was evident this morning that the houses that have been

destroyed in various places number several hundreds. In the main
thoroughfares the different shops had been completely cleared out of

their valuable contents by the rowdies. It was 3 o'clock this morning
before firing ceased, and people are very apprehensive that there will

be a repetition of the troubles to-night. ;;;^
According to most reliable information, and the talk in official

circles, the outbreak was owing to mutineers of the third division

of Yuan-shi'-k'ai's brigade hearing that he was about to go South,

'-^^m1. m to state=

2. ^ now ; already. ^ is used to indicate time present ; and also as a particle
at the beginning of a sentence : ^ ;g- it appears that.

3. ^ ^ again not—there will not again be. •

4. ^' as a sign of the passive, is very commonly employed before verbs
which indicate violence or evil of some kind, as here '^ Wt ^ that which was
destroyed.

5- S • • • S completely by the rowdies plundered—quite empty ; cp. English
to make a clean sweep of. ^ sign of the passive. -

. ;

6. M . • . jS, till 3 o'clock this morning began to cease ; it was 3 o'clock before
it ceased. tB to begin, i^ in Wen-li is nearly the equivalent of j^ and may be trans-
lated 'before.'- -;.

7. f'^ in this connection is not the same as ^ though they are often inter-
changed in colloquial, f^ has an active sense as in -^ f^ ; ;/«: f^ ; see below i^ ^
:k f^ the noise of great firing began.

8. ^ According to. This may be separated from the noun to which it refers
by a long or short explanatory clause : here B. nX ft ;t. completely to be depended
on, describes the jg M^ news ; information.

9. ^ is used in an adapted sense. From the meaning of 'a vacant spot* it

passes into the sense of 'arena' as used in English, and signifies a sphere of
action; e.g. ^ ^ fp the sphere of officialism: ^M^^i^ commercial circles; etc.

13
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^ ^ ^
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»f ^' ^ =

tSC 4» ^° T.T
and that ere long the soldiers would be disbanded. Rations had
already been issued to them, but they demanded pay, and were not

willing to obey the command to cut off the queue.

When the disturbance was at its height, the city police let

matters take their course, and made no attempt to check them ; hence
the disturbance assumed a serious aspect, and it was impossible to

rectify matters. After the mutiny started, the lyCgation guards went
into the city without delay to protect the missionaries and escort

I- 1^ ^ ^ 111 this and similar connections ^ forms part of the noun. So
used it often helps to form abstract nouns: e.g. -^ ^ antiquity; ^ ^ perfection;

t3: ^' nature ; etc.

2.'^ According to present arrangements, one ^ consists of 200 men. Four
times this number form a :^ or body of 800 men; twice this number a -^ or body
of 1,600 men ; while twice this number again form a |1 3,200 men (see below i?B "K
^ H^). An i^ is formed of tAvo ]5^, each of which is composed of 100 men,
while each ]^ is composed of four ^ or squad of 25 men.

3. Jj§ indicating approximate future—was about to.

4- ^ K the3^

5. B. and further.

6. g has nearly the force of 'to obey'; cp. take orders. Pj^ ^ usually carries

with it the thought of lack of submission owing to some real or fancied indignity.

7. Jg in the 4th tone—to permit ; to allow.

8. S a pronoun largely used in the third person, he ; them ; etc., may be
applied to things as well as persons, a;id is not usually followed by any word to

indicate the plural. ^ . . . ^ suffered (the disturbances) to be natural—to take
their natural course.

9- ^ ?jn jS 01 did not add hindrance, i.e., did nothing to hinder the rioters.

10. 45c iu To gather together; to repair; here, to put a stop to; to rectify

matters.

11. ^ A final particle adding force to what precedes, and indicating that-

the thought has been fully expressed.

14
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them into the Legation Area. By 4 O'clock next morning all

foreigners had taken refuge in the Legation. Some soldiers

proceeded to the churches and were stationed there to look after

such missionaries as were unwilling to enter the Legations.

This morning the Foreign Office sent an official to the different

Legations to apologize, and to say that merely a few soldiers had
mutinied on this occasion, and he would guarantee that there would
be no further disturbance, etc. But why the 25,000 soldiers who

W p 4- p
WL PR ^r >

r A <& iij g&^p3jpmmmmmmm

1. j!^ ^ blaze and issue; to flare up, applied to an outbreak; cp. apply the
match to a train.

2. ^ To wait; here the sign of the plural, and may be applied to both peopk*
and things. ^ ± ^ the missionaries : see below ^ © ^ . . . A # ^.

3. ^ ft the next morningi ^ the next in order=|^ IZ.

4. ife . . . :# such missionaries as were not willing, etc.

5. :^ ;^ ^ there were some foreign soldiers. As here used :^ has con-
stantly the force of ' some/ even when not correlated with :g-. See p. i6.

6. ^ ^ fl? Foreign Affairs Board, the modern version of the old |^ S ^ H
Office for Foreign Affairs.

7- iS^to speak of deficiency, i.e., to express regret that sufficient care had
not been taken to prevent the disturbance. Co., Iti V- to congratulate ; ;1^ to return
thanks.

8. IS the equivalent of P^ only. '

" -

^ ' !* , ;'^

9- "^ ^ M there were a small number—some; a minority.

10. ^ To speak; follows a statement of facts in the sense of *and so on': it

is sometimes repeated.

15
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had not mutinied did not suppress the disturbance on the spot, the

aforesaid official did not state.

Yuan-shi-k'ai remained quietly in his residence at the Foreign

Office. It is said that during the outbreak he escaped at once to the

Legations.

At that time the foreign soldiers entered the I^egations. Several

hundred of the rowdies conveyed their loot some distance outside

the city, and some of Yuan's soldiers stored their plunder in his

house.

1. -^=j.^«gwhy?
2. gtj A law. As a particle it denotes consequence, one thing inferred from

another. It also introduces the second of two clauses, e.g., ® :^ j)C| |j |(J yM^X ^
^ if there is a national calamity the flag is lowered to express sympathy. It thus

corresponds to J;^ and, like it, rarely needs to be translated.

3- ® p to notify clearly. ^ here is used as a verb.

4. -(^ indicates that no change bas taken place, that matters remain as they
were ; in such connections it does not need to be translated.

5. ^ a certain person : ^ ^ a certain one said ; it is said ; it is rumoured
that ...

6. ^ . . . Bf in the time ; during. ^ may be separated from B|p by either a
simple or compound descriptive sentence.

7.^ the Wen-li equivalent of fjfc indicating promptness.

8/M 1^ hore it on the shoulders ; took it away.
9. :# . . . # note that a whole sentence lies between these two words : :# ^

some of :S :^ Yuan's soldiers # A stored up ^ marking object of verb SJ J^ ;i ^
4% plundered goods ^ ik IL pjj ^ ±. ill in Yuan-shi-k'ai's place of residence. This
last clause illustrates the position of fj\ before the noun and not, as in English, after

it—the which dwelt in place ; not the place in which he dwelt.

10. 1?^ ^ was still in—the work of plunder was still proceeding.

11. JE ^ were summarily executed. jE ^ is applied to the execution of

offenders who are taken in the act and dealt with at once ; cp., Sfc ii IE ^ executed

on the spot.
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On the 1st, the whole city was still given up to plunder. Many-
rowdies have been beheaded. Up to the time of telegraphing, the

loss by fire has reached the sum of £3,000,000 sterling.

On the ist, at dusk, the troops of the 3rd C/ien of Yuan-shi-
k'ai's division stationed near the Foreign Office suddenly mutinied,

and the sound of heavy firing was heard. The mutineers then

started operations in all parts, plundering, entering pawn-shops, and
looting silver, gold, and valuables, discharging their rifles at the

proprietors : the latter, in some places, resisted them and were prompt-
ly shot or stabbed with the bayonet. The mutineers had quick-

1. afe- gold (coinage).
2. 0) imitation of English 'pound.' The same plan is adopted in writing of

the coinage of other countries ; e.g., M ^li rouble, etc.

3- ^ (S wasp-like arose—applied to risings of rebels, operations of pirates, etc.

4- '4\ W( Stt there were several places; ^ in such connections is often the
equivalent of ' in '—in some places. : - - . .; ^

5- 54 ± ^^' PI with them resisted, ^ here = them.
6. i@ to meet with ; to befall applied to things unpleasant or involving loss or

disaster, as contrasted with ^ which is usually colourless.

7. i^ carried, as opposed to JI to carry on the shoulder.
8. -^ quick=quick-firing.
9- M ^Ifr to follow carry, i.e., to carry on the person, or have as part of one's

luggage.
10. ij^ $i London.
II- i^ B/f -± The Times. The names of many papers published abroad are in

most cases merelv transliterated.
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firing: rifles and several hundred

2^ H II. J.. H'J iffi

l^'^l» if^ F1 M
4^ 1: ?/l^ J? E P&

rounds of ammunition. The
division of troops in which the outbreak started, looted and burned
close to the residence of Mr. Morrison, the correspondent of the

London Times. The whole of the district adjoining the main street

of the Ha-ta Men was fired and looted to a deplorable extent. Out-
side the Chien Men some thousand mutineers pillaged for several

hours before they desisted. The soldiers who were to maintain order,

together with the police, simply looked on. Later on, some of them
also, together with coolies and a fe^v thousand loafers, joined the

mutineers in the work of looting and burning.

Yuan-shi-k'ai, leading members of the government, and govern-

ment documents are all safe.

1. |i^ H. inquire officer; a reporter; one who gathers news.
2. M ^y M. Morrison. It is the usual custom to transHterate the names of

public persons from abroad rather than to give them Chinese S and ^.
3- ;£ S the left hand near—i.e., close by; to the east of : ;^ indicates east and

;§• west, e.g., l1| ;jfe Shantung ; ii| ;6" Shansi : cp., the use of ^5 to indicate the South,
e.g., lli ||3 the south of the hill.

4- ^ ^- extremely much. ^ as a superlative=very ; exceedingly ; it is largely
used in Wen-li.

5. /J^ ^ an hour.
"

6. ^^ ff- order.

7- W^ police. ?f sign of plural.

8. ?fl . . . m looking on with hands up their sleeves—mere spectators.

9- mI . • ^" . . . iH ls| . . . — 1p) . . . ^" afterwards ^ . . . ^ there were some
who . . . together with . . . together. It is not infrequent to find involved sentences
inserted between ;f!f and ;g-.

10. ^^i=
"/; coolies : used largely in the North.

11. MMil^ R loafers with no occupation.

12. jf^C -fif-
government world ^ is now applied to a world within a world,—to

the educational world; the political world; etc.

13. ^" is applied to both men and things. v:

18
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READING LESSON II. Zl ||

The Evolution of a President.

im^^xjvmumMz

^ # ^ SR v@ ^ ^ ±.^'m zmm.^mm mm mm n z.m mifbw^

^.1^'^.^

Adventures of Sun-yat-sen.

I- fi" il ± the apostle of the movement. \

2. ;^ . . . ^ some were taken in the meshes of the law.

3. ^ . . . "o" could not endure the terrors inspired by the officials, gi] and as
a consequence ^ ... j^ all that which Sun did JU « told it.

4. M. . . . "^ furthermore rejoiced and acknowledged it.

5. n? . . . ^ called him revolutionary mad.

6. Rj. . . :^ all those who. Clauses and sentences may lie between these two
words. All like-minded patriots of a fervent spirit, who believed in and trusted
Sun, continued to reinforce the revolutionary party E /F -^ ^ they were not
few.

7. "^ ... ^ all had a good word to say for the Revolution.

8. |g , . . B$ those who heard of it liked it more and more.

9. IS ... ^ merely propagate your principles and devise no plan for (secur-
ing) the army and navy.

10. M • . . B how can the day arrive for setting up the flag of patriotism ?

11. ^ . . . -^ otherwise will not your Revolution be nothing but empt\' talk that
you will not make good ? ^.f]] to repair ; to make good, fl^ J*j not but—nothing
but . .

.
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1. ^ . • . JS Sun, owing to the fact that up to that time his influence was not
sufficient iU because.

2. |§ . . . ^ not what may be accompHshed by students—it cannot be brought
about by mere theorists.

3- ^ . . • »i5 a class of desperate men are indispensable.

4. ik • • Z to embrace revolutionary principles before it can be accomplished
± ^ opinions ; policy. As a suffix iti if$ is nearly the equivalent of * ism ' ; as j^
ifil ± ft Bismarckism—a policy of blood and iron ; M A i il individualism; etc.

m
3C
PI

o. p

9- m

^ to go forward
;
pro-

f\i vSun interrogated him as to his reason for saying so.

g; for me to be as stupid as this.

^ how could I adequately fill the post of leader?

'4i: I have decided on a plan.

t^ willing to be a follower ^ fg to hold a whip ; to be a groom

—

take a secondary place iU in order that I . . .

10. tW . . . M will make preparations to go forward
gressive ; J^ ... (1/ to make preparations in advance.

11. ^ ... 'mi what our party hopes for is not the revolt of Kwangtong only,
— SB one section. ^ for, an introductory particle, now ; etc. ff] ^ ^- that which
we hope for.

12. J§ Si singly stand—independent government.

13. ^ . . . ij rely entirely on the efforts of all the members—of the party.

14. ^ . . . ^ I will be with the central revolutionary party, and with them be
in communication with the branches (of the party) S mutual

;
jointly

;
^i ^

central ; ^ ^ main and branch blood vessels.

15. IP • • • J£ thereupon deputed ten kindred spirits to perfect all arrangements.
JU . . . tif so as to perfect,

at once.
!§ all; here a sign of the plural. g|) the same day;
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1- FJj by; indicates direction.

2. iS . . . ^ just at the time of the rupture between China and Japan ^ g[
just happened when . . . ^f> ^ foreign intercourse }^ ^ decided to break; disagree-
ment ; rupture ; used of breaking off friendly relations.

3- S and ; often may be translated when ; at the time ; ^ M ; ^ . . . ^ when
i t came to the point that . . . ; when fighting seemed imminent ....

4. 7!f here is in correspondence with ^: ISi • - . Ji . . . iU. • M then Sun
returned to Kwangtong.

5- ;l he still entrusted all preparations for the rising to his compatriots
^ ^ the rising of patriotism f)J W ^ ±. as before took and deputed them. Kl joined
to some words can scarcely be translated, e.g., fj| JU able to ^ h,=Vi M '> etc.

6. iiL . . . ^ his brother was influenced by his talk.

7- JM • • • 4^ contributed the larger half of his property W in order to.

.8. -f^. . . ^ solicited contributions for him from the (Chinese) merchants in
America [^ indicates object '^ lodging in America—temporarily settled there.

9. — ... ^ in less than no time promises of help to the extent of several
thousand taels were forthcoming 1^ . . . ;§ promise to subscribe what=subscriptions.

10. g . . . f-^ from this on funds for military purposes gradually came in.

11. ^ a final particle emphasizing what had gone before=no mistake !

fail.

12. i!n but Sun's determination to raise funds and import arms did not

13. m

.

14- *
province).

15. JU as the result
it root and branch.

fiK to station his own company in Kwangchow as an advisory body.

^ his own company would act in correspondence from within (the

consequently « f^. in order to exterminate
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RS ^ I* ^
=^ it& ]^ nl.

^

^mX^ HMMM H S * * M *
311* M I^ inl^ B'ffi -a- m * liE 1^ IS15.

^ m M :^ jib.Jil 1 « t- JS ^M z m
mm*^^#^#e^x^w^
3§t i^ m ^.mmm^m m.^m am
•rfc:n
1. i^ . • - ^ to burn all registers of names, and bury all explosives.

2. 7b • ' -t^ and then disguised himself.

3. i^i . . . ^ inquired by letter for Dr Cantlie, who was his teacher when he
was studying medicine, and informed him of his changed circumstances. fj[ ^ an
instructor ; teacher. ^ M M Dr. Cantlie, an authority on tropical diseases W intro-

ducing the object—his changed circumstances.

4. ^^ . . . n]' it is indispensable that. ...

5- H * Japan.

6. /^ ^ Yokohama.

7. 5^ ^ *'J England.

8. ^ iS follows an enumeration of places as sign of plural ; see above ^ ^.
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LESSON III. iJ = ^

"ARMS AND THE MAN I SING."

z mmmm
m^Xs^ X — :R
IE iR S^ $ + fi«|

m mm B 3
Ft*. Ft*. Ft*.y^ :?> y^

:^ # iSi — :|fc

^ M ifii >Ki .^ ;t

^>.# E m n ^ :R
ffi ^ X ^ + iJ^

A Talk About Soldiers.

I. The temper of soldiers is easy to arouse but difficult to allay.

Hence, after the troops mutinied in Peking on the 29th, they again
mutinied on the ist. The mutineers entered Paoting (Fu) and
there was mutiny there ; they went to Tientsin and the same thing
occurred. The train service between Peking and Tientsin was
commandeered by them ; the district between these two places is a

1. M breath; spirit; temper. A word that takes on numberless shades of
meaning in different connections : here, the spirit that animates troops—their temper.

2. Jfa but. This whole paragraph is an interesting study in the use and force
of this word. As may be seen below, it often serves as a vehicle for connecting
a train of thought, much as ' and ' in English. In the last clause it is the equivalent
of ifn B. and marks a stage in the progress of thought;—ifg . . . -& at the same time

—

not\yithstanding the fact that the two sets of soldiers were animated by different
motives ...

3- S . • . ±. ^. • • • M from . . . after . . . and M=M to arrive, has often the
force of ' on ' as applied to time, i.e., when such and such a time had arrived.

4- K A and below ^ ^tP.- It is difficult and perhaps unnecessarj'^ to bring out
the force of ^ in a translation, but it illustrates the power of the language to
characterize an action, and stamp it as good, bad, or indifferent. See Lesson II. ^ 1^.

5- JE§ . . . 1« by them that which was forcibly taken—was forcibly taken by
them.

6. llE . . . •I' in midst of ; often, as here, indicates a condition, or state of
affairs.

^ ^ in ^ ^ P Quarrels cannot escape the verdict of
public opinio7i.
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A
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- - ^ij m -fi M

H ffi ^ UB :^ :ft M

Z ^.Z MM:^^
n.M Mm ».* ^

^ «- ^ ^ ^ ti'o

battle field, and the city of Peking itself is almost in a state of siege

by lawless soldiery. This mutiny is much the same as the revolution-

ary movement in the South last year, but the one set of soldiers

mutinied from patriotic motives, the other from motives of personal

gain. All the same, the principle—that soldiers are easily aroused

and not easily got in hand—is identical.

Now the explanations given for the mutiny in the North vary.

Some say it was because they heard that President Yuan was coming
South ; others that it was because of the removal of the queue ; some
that it was owing to deficiency in the rations ; some that it was for

fear that the number of troops would afterwards be reduced, and
others again that they were egged on by the Imperial Clan.

Although the explanations vary as to what gave rise to the

disturbances, and though there (may have been) causes for them,

I- :fl=:il -^ almost; nearly; rendered in the Mandarin translation by fi^ :^
perilously near.

2. j^ M nearly as *!£... ^ no difference. Wen-li shews great partiality for
finishing up a sentence with a negative when Mandarin would use a positive form,
as here — |^.

3. Ufl used for ft only; but.

4. — . . . K'J i^X • • • M one . . . flrj a rhetorical particle not needing to be
translated. iU on account of A ic great patriotism.

5. ^ an initial particle, now.

6. ^ ^' what is said—by way of explanation ; yf.
— not the same.

7. ^ repeated before successive clauses = some . . . others.

8. IS ^ President of a Republic.
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A Ift ft^ ^ i± ^mmmmm A
?• M ft S!»» *^ P^ tft

M ^ m t^ %
1 mm A z- m w
'ii','^ S ifc # Si f
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*i!»
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^ Eo^ E tie.

3g AxpB ^

EH 0.^ H.M
still we cannot get out of it that these were mere pretexts for creat-

ing trouble. '/':.-- :-^-'^^-U- : ^-'-^^

As to the Imperial Clan egging (the soldiers) on, their power
is limited, and it is out of the question that it should be as great as

this, I would say that the true cause was doubtless that the soldiers

were absolutely devoid of instruction. Since the revolution began,

the officers in command have been constantly changed. When the

soldiers were face to face with the revolutionary forces, their desire

to kill others was aroused and they became exceedingly overbearing.

1. i& to cut out or off ; hence, to reduce. .

. .
;

2. H . . . SH . . . [fij although . . . and although . . . still, yet. jlji sums up the

whole and introduces the conclusion to be drawn.
: f ' ;),-;

3- ^ %( caunot avoid ; no getting out of it.

4- l^^iS to avail oneself of an extremity—used of disturbances got up on
some pretext or other.

5. M short for ig Jtj^ as to, introducing an additional thought.

6. >Ji before a negative adds emphasis.

7- ^ . . EHike this of great, ^ ^ in this manner, ± descriptive.

8. ^ tf, expressing the opinion of the writer of the article.

9. M • • • <^>^. ^ passed the revolution since—from the time the revolution

occurred.

10. §^ il opposed ramparts ; to face the foe.
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3 L-L.

Formerly in the fighting at Hankow and elsewhere, they were
allowed to loot, which was just to their liking. Among the Northern
troops it was generally said that the Southern soldiers were easily

roused ; consequently, a deep-seated desire was indulged that fighting

would continue. Unexpectedly hostilities ceased, peace (was pro-

claimed) and every one was disappointed. Hence there was imported
both the talk about being egged on, and the pretext for a disturb-

ance. All this was brought about owing to the fact that the officers

do not know that the temper of the troops is a thing to be feared.

Now the temper of the troops is like the wind—act in conformity
with its nature, and utilize it in the right way, and you may spread

your sail and travel a thousand miles without hindrance ; act con-

I- i§ • • • f# plundered that which they obtained; i.e., were allowed to loot.

2. *^ all ; i^ IM all said—it was the general talk.

3' ^ % easy to arouse.

4- i& • • • A hence %^ Z obtained because of this—-on this account.

5- M ' -Z and thus was brought about JU indicates the means used to fjc

bring about, cause—certain results; -^ the foregoing.

6, _'-... Pfl one not that hindered—not the slightest hindrance ; cp., -^ -^ ?J\^
superior in no one respect.
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LEISSONS IN TvI^TvMKNTARY WKNU-

READING LESSON III.

A President Duped.

PI A ff tt PI ^°x fpi m.^M m MM

pf ^- M m a § emxAM m^ m

mM m m ^^ ^ E 111! # TpI li * m
a xM ^M.^ ^ m MM B:-m.m

^ # ^ # ^ W _B. H =P^# n M'Z
_ ffl

'^ ik ^ M H.^.^ ^^ ^ m ffi

±mMMmmxm=i'xmmwim
Imprisonment of Sun-yat-sen.

1. B# III it happened at that time.

2. ^ i^ the Fragrant lyagoou—Hongkong.

3- "^ $k London.

4- jM ijf fix H meet with a leisure da}'; when he had leisure.

5. 5U ...
-t" the Christian Church. . .

6. frl to speak; saying.

7- W ^ are \'ou not? ^- in this connection is a mark of interrogation^^.
It is also used as a final particle; or adds force, or is the equivalent of J^ or :jg in,

at. See below [il^ ^. ^ in direct address 'You, sir.'

8.. TJt # not tasted

—

till now have not had

o. '/f. . . . ^ did not expect to meet you in a strange land.

10. lU . . . ^ by means of coarse tea ^ may avail to # . . .
'f!fc

shew the sincer-
ity of _my respect, nj ^ how will this do?—that I may shew my good wishes and
sincerity by offering you some tea.

11. H . . .^ a room in a two-storied building.

12. ^ - . . ^ several hours of ; a long time.
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pa ^ ii IBmMMMM ^ m.ii ± wm
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A ^ m ^";^ a E ^ t« ^ ^M ^ ^ Ib
BMmm^^zz±'^^m m.- m -ta.

1. 8'J . . . & he thereupon (found that) it was the Chinese Embassy in

England. di=^ Wi England. In the transliteration of the names of places, the
first character often stands for the whole.

2. ^ ... j^ am I after all taken prisoner by them? ^ may be either singular
or plural according to the connection. ^ is chiefh' used in the singular.

3. ^ . . .^ with the professor's wife and others, or family, ^f a class;
kind ; is a sign of the plural here. So in ^ ^ we ; etc.

4- 5fi • . . j£ distant from . . . near, i.e., is not far from.

5- }i§ . . . 'PI what will you do ?
'

.

6. ^ ^ the slaves, a term used in speaking of the Manchus.

7- K . . . j£ Sun knew by this time the nearness of the professor's house

—

knew it was not far away.

8- ^ • . . ^ nevertheless, because he was not acquainted with the topography
of London, he found at last that the previous 'chaff' had turned now into a reality.

f^ here=^ Ujj nevertheless : ^ as used above indicates assent—that is so. ^5.

siiddenly. }^k . . . ZWc because of, owing to the fact that, he was not familiar with
fl finally, in the end fj had brought about, caused. ^ jjS, had turned into, had
resulted in. ^ after verbs has often the force of in; into.

; 9- E Ifij ii^ a short time.
. : > ; ;

:^ ^^"
:'

r

10. t(^ thou ; thee
;
you ; not very frequently used in current Wen-li.

11. ^ . . . ^ because we received a telegram from the Chinese Embassy in

H IS America.

12. ^ ^ apprehend without delay.

13- # . . S (the old man) spoke in a way that shewed contempt.
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SE ^ ja ji iP ii '& '^ » ^ ^-"^ :s.i^.ig

1. Jb . . . ?!? presented a petition to the Emperor.

2. S . . . ;^ the words (of the petition) were of great value, so the Emperor
has commanded that you should be returned to your native land, and make your
scheme clear. M. much ; very. Jig ^f much had—were of great fj fif value.

3- S • • • ^ and became more than ever conscious of the danger of his posi-
tion ^ more and more.

4. nl S to stand on the lookout, like a wild goose.

5- % • • Pt" after all there was no means of communicating with the outside
world.

6. if . . .
^"

. . . •& the one who deceived Sun, and so got him into the Legation
was one T'ang. ^ shews the result of ^. When it is inadvisable to give a person's
name in full ^ is used instead.

7- ^ • • tB die without regret. •: I

8. M • ^ like a monkey with a bridle on.

9- !fe M China. Largely used in Chinese newspapers and in books written
in Japan.

10. M. • • • M^ took no notice of him. ; .,

11. JS . . . H thought about it constantly.
'

12. ^ ...;§• ?!] hoped that among the passers-by someone would deliver
it for him to Dr. Cantlie.

13. M W . . . TjT lil . . . but because an em])ty letter would not carry far, he used
a copper coin. ^ substantial, here used as a verb, to fill ; to load ^ ^ r}i wrapped
it up in it.

14- Sn ^ ^ in this way.

15- H • . . iISc he then wrapped up a silver coin and flung it as before.
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1. ^ . . . i^ij but, notwithstanding, not one reached Dr. Cantlie.

2. M owing to the fact that . . .

3- A • • • S from this on they guarded him much more closely. 3i attitude

towards.

A- ^ • Z devise some means of doing away with him.

5. . • • "i" aching heart and drooping head— despondent.

6. jfj] . . . ;% and so it should come about that he would be buried in a land
\/here his hopes were blasted.
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LESSON IV. mi m

*^TOMMY ^^ TURNED DOWN.

± m At ^
^ VS ^ to TC
^ m ^m
4^ 5& ^ -^
A*^ *iu-» jp0 in

The Northern Expeditionary Force Cancelled by the

Vice-President.

A notification from the Generalissimo of the forces. Formerly
before the abdication of the Manchiis, for tlie reason that the

Northern army naturally regarded our army as (existing) to

K ^ m itM -k sij'

^ #; ^ m

1. glj second—in command, hence 'vice.' The lirst Vice-President of the
Chinese Republic, L,i-yuan-hung i^ jt ;^.

2. tfe an expedition openly prepared, in contrast with f^ a secret attack.

3. J^ . . . ^ These two characters begin and end the preamble to many
official notifications, such as proclamations ; and are also employed in some forms
of official reply, petitions, etc. Between them may lie a simple or elaborate form of
words setting forth as a preamble the subject in hand. Such documents begin with
the name of the writer, followed, if need be, by his title or titles. This at least was
the case under the old regime, but it would almost appear from certain official docu-
ments issued under the Republic, that official titles will be more or less discontinued.
The word ^ is now largely used and appears to be a word intended to reduce titles

and ranks to something nearer a common denominator, on the principle of priority

among equals, j^ on account of ^ a matter—then follow the character and details

of the ' matter ' inserted in an explanatory way between them. ^ to announce
; ^a

to know—to make known.
4- W. f# These words arc usuall}^ found at the beginning of proclamations,

and may be translated 'whereas;' 'be it known.' Then follows a detailed account
of the matter in hand.

5. j^ . . . fe ^ for . . . the reason. Here again characters that serve as
connectives, linking the thought, are separated by a long distance, and the matters
to which they refer are sandwiched between them, j^ on account of ^| •^J overturn-
ing ^ in Manchurian Pure (dynasty) ^ ^ evil jfi /JJ government ^ ^ alter and
establish, i.e., change the old regime and set up ^ ^ perfect ^ ^ united K ® people's

kingdom—republic |E \,\^ the reason or object—the reason was—all that lies between
(i3£ 85 and $—the overthrow of the Manchus and establishment of a Republic.

A ^ ^ ^ ^. Ifa man is poor his ivisdom is sJiort ;

if a horse is lean its hair is long.
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overthrow the detestable ]\laiichu Govermiieut and estabh'sh in its

place a perfect Republic, we were apprehensive that the peace
negotiations would prove abortive.' Accordingly we swore that we
would send an expedition to the North, in the hope that we should
thoroughly exterminate (the Manchus) and realize our aim of a
united RepubHc.

Now, however, the Republic is an accomphshed fact; the Pres-
ident is elected, and there is no division between North and South.
Since the hopes our army had of having a united government arc

peacefully realized, and since the main object we had cherished from

1. rSi •• % lest fjlgg peace negotiations .|^ after all'T^ (jg f^ could not
avoid—war, i.e., war would take place in spite of them. .Ml this presupposes a
knowledge of what recenth' happened—a consultation between the Manchus and
the Republicans. It illustrates the need of reading through similar documents onco
or twice before beginning to translate them, in order to sec the divisions of the
subject, where it is advisable to commence a new paragraph, etc.

2. J^;. . . . fiJj here i'J. M together ~ in the hope that ^. MU y< plough over the
halls and sw^eep away the graves—exterminate thoroughly jtt reach $^ ~ gathered
into one '^^ 5fU united' S:M :t peoples' country g flij aim. This last is one of the
newly formed expressions that has passed into common use; it may be tran.slatcd
aim; the ideal set before the mind.

3- 55^ It • • . 55^ ^ . . . these mark the progress of the winter's thought 'seeing
that

. .
.' and 'also that ' . . . . ^? }j:': decided on.

4- ji/f -M that which embraced ±, descriptive n? m purpose ; leading idea

:

policy—a term that has come greativ into vogue during the last few vears )^ fl]

reached; attained.

5- y'c . . . .'^ great acliievement C(>nii)loted ; J^ )& applied to undertaking^^ an
well as to material things.

6- l-'l K« correlated with [lit since . . . il is fittiTiij and natural that .... ]t< iff
\\ itlidraw.
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^^ « *, i^ W- m
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the very tirst is attained, lighting- is at an end, and the great purpose

is achieved, the name Xorthern Expedition should, as a matter of

course, l)e cancelled. On this account we notify all ranks, without

exception, to remove the two words ' X'orthern Expedition/ that

names may correspond with realities. An important annouiicement.

I- i5 jit this is a formal beginning alter the main subject of the proclamation
has been dealt with—-this being the case—the facts being so and so; therefore. . . .

2. f^ flJ to announce and expect: '"on this account it is expected that."

3-. 7^ • • -li here frfi introduces the oljject -J{t fSc the two words, 'Northern
Expedition.'

4. W . . . 'k' so that JE regulate; rectify
; f, the name (and) 'i^ the realitx.

READING LESSOK IV. H P,

A President Caged.

._ -t ;t 35-> 4* m^< IS 3^ + -^M mnm
m m m.z ^m^'^m.HM± mm m
^ - B ^mm%%ummM + jk '^:

Sun-yat-sen in Confinement.

1. IM llrnd}-; here, undoulitedly. f.'i" ^JC -fi" '^ believer in religit)n.

2. if^ . . . i|i,;| at this stage could do notliing but pray continually.

3. i^ • • • 'iti* all, entirely. I'X introducing the object '£ piT life f} nC -f- handed
over— -to G(jd.

4. ilT( . . . ilS su(l(lenl\' became conscious of a heart and spirit at ease.

,v ^ • • •
'%. very diiterent from his former attitude to the situation.

6. ^ . . . yij ...*{> and .since he calmly \vaitt-(l ilu- disposilions of Providence,
he was ciMiscious, in liis inmost Itein.g, ol pi-ace.

7- M\ Ci Ji-'^ reached; con\e up to.
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MiJ t^.;t 3gt;^ ^ S a t
1. IS here a verb, to talk to.

2. v^" . . . ^ what kind of a man must you l)e to tell me so openly- about
escaping. Ij/j JU. clearly, without conceahncnt. ,

3. ^ . . . -tii an cscapcfl political offender.

4- ^{ . ,v2; looked as though he did mU luiderstand. ?j-; shewed J-'i. sign of,
object. -. .. - ; -^ ;

. :. : V.- .

5. -h :? ;!J: Turkev. V --•-. ^v ';.-"/-
..-V:'^^

6. rf.m -ii ni RS. Armenia.
7. 1; . . . ?5 perpetrated atrocities of all kinds, /jii to add ^ $: ;> |* p all

kinds of harsh treatment and slaughter. In such constructions, where the infliction

of piuiishmcnt or injuries is referred to. it is very common for JV. to follow /jfl and to

denote the object.

8. ^ . . . ^ what I have met with is of a similar kind.

9- i-'^C H to alter for good ; to reform.
10. j>t . . . f/f the attitude of the English towards the Arme'.iians was one of

sympathy. '^^ or '^\ h'> is commoidy used in the sense of, attitude toward; the
point of view from which something is regarded.

IT. ^ . . . '%{ it might excite public indignation.

12. Ill . . .M -^ which is the more important, your duty toward God or
your duty toward your master?

13- \k . ^- in which direction will you shew .sympathy? -

>-'

14. ^ (tlV M the whole case.

Kt- i'iJc • • •ft hence he entrn^tecl him with this—made hini his confid.-int.
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#: m@ ^ * Jl ^ ^ ^m'^.z ^^^
f^ mm fs; ® K ^ # ^li ^ ^ mM.m r-

i. ^. kk llic luxt nioniing.

2. tn • • M pointed to the coa! box in order to shew liis nieanin_£>-

his meaning by pointing to the coal scuttle.

,>. y^ and thereupon $4 went to.

4- jJ; • • • ^ that on which Sun's life was dependent.

5. i^i^
. . . tO" must write it lying on the bed and it will be all right.

6. h!' ^^ vSunday.

7- M • nH ^^''is entrapped by an agent of the Chinese Kmbassy.

8. ^ H before long.

(J. Jil . . . .^ looked on it as a \ cry serious matter.

10. jfri . . JTli . • • '- tof)k it out without delay and looked at it.

11. >S . . . i$ because your case involves my government, fnj with . . .

ves. In such constructions fn] does not need to be translated : it simply
the objective relation.

-shewed

]^j invol-

indicates
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I. /T . . . 'ip little less than the succour o£ 1,000,000 soldiers.

- M • ^ schooled himself to wait quietly.

3. 5^1^ . . . J9j also exerted himself to the utmost to. help Sun.

4- f^ ill this way; at the same time ...

5. yX . . . M because it was an important matter, it was bew'nd the ability of
a servant to do it.

6. Itf IJJ fj\ place of business.

7. ^ or not?

8. ;ft|l . . . F^ if this were a fact he would at once inform the l\ni>lish ("iovern-
ment,

9. ^# . . . M^ specially engaged six detectives solely to ferret out this matter.

10. yx . . . ^ thinking that Sun had no means of escape, con^er|uentIy did not
pay much attention (to him) JU - i-I j^ to consider.

11. ^ . . . f|' issued a special illustration in the London papers.

12. ^ ijj
^li political offender.

M- ^ . • • ?l from the time this was made public Sun's life was '^afe.
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WAYS AND MEANS.
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Article on Finance.

The fact that at the present time China is hard u]), is known
to all. At the time of the Revolution, there was a i^reat deficit in

both pnblic and private funds. There was loss 1)y burning-, b}'

plunder, by robbery, while of the remainder, some was used for

purchasing arms, some for enlisting troops and maintaining- them,

for travelling- expenses, and for the ap])ointment and transfer of

officials. This was greatly in excess of former expenditure, while,

at the same time, the income, on account of the disorders, was.great-

Iv reduced, owing to merchants losing trade, workmen being out of

1. Jt this. J5 A A -Trl- by all 'm -¥< that wliich is known -^- adds cmi)hasis
" it is a matter of common knowledge ..."

2. ^^ public; so /$V it-' public spirit.

.3- ;til
^- i%. \vhat was burnt was Inu'nt. =

^ ^ --
1^^ 11' ^ it "^ W. ftl' ^' r/nioou r.vV// wojiry,

a Ivorin withon I il.
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employment, and farmers being deprived of their occupation

Hence, in speaking of financial straits, it truly may be said that

all classes are affected.

At the same time, in the present situation, the new Government
must be maintained ; the soldiers that have been enlisted cannot be

disbanded, and the demands of those who in different parts need
funds, must be adequately responded to, in. order to avoid grave

disturbances. Hence, things being as they are, how is it possi1>le

T. Tf* ^M\ iu iiG uiic knows how many told. This is an idiomatic way ut
expressing " a good deal "

: "a great many ";'etc, e.g., ^f. Xfl 33 )^j M 'i\ 1 ^ 6? ^i
1 have put myself about for him to no end. So below /f^ . . . f|\-.

^- iili . • • & but expenditure l(lj J'JL owing to 'Hi -')/. }iX disturbances " cause.

3- J'i=JiW hence.
;

\. ..h 7'* above and below; upper and lower classes of society.

5- )M <i place ; a situation. This word is used both literally and iiguratively as
' place '

;
' situation '

;
' position '

; in English. We speak of a person as being " in a
tight place" in reference to his circumstances, and also of 'place " in reference to
locality.

6. )^X i'l order to; so as to.

7- K • • • rife it fnf W how "f'^i good, make good Jl; it's -f^ afterward—how can
satisfactory arrangements be made for the time to come? 7^= -fit occurs alone in the
a])ovc sense.

8. j/c • . . ilii . . . *!^ • • ill'v • • ti since . . . and . . . hence . . . simply . . . and
nothing more ^. jjir JK nothing to select, d?. 5^ '^L ^- the extreme end of <)ne--one
of two extreme courses.
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1 ^'

-^m^nm
to make satisfactory arrangements for the future without funds?

Xow, since funds are indispensable, and there are none to jje drawn
fn.im either tlie upper or lower classes, there is only one way out

of the dilemma, and that is to contract a f()reig"n loan.

On account of these things,, to contract a foreign l(jan at the

present time has well nigh become a pressing matter. The first

items before the Government established at Nanking are the questions

of a Foreign Loan, the Hypothecation of the Han Yeping (works)

and the Loan from the Russo-Chinese Juuik. On account of these

things it has been more than once attacked on all sides by public

opinion, and is in a diletuma. The first items, too, before the

I. -^ almost: witliin a little of.

-'• Hi ^ *}* should be (ntttiulcd to) aft'air.

3. )^ on account of.

4. Tnl H (|uestion—not in an interrogative sense, Init as a sul>ject of inquiry

or discussion.

5. t?i . • . ^^ The TTan Yeping- works are situated in the province of Hupeh,
and the Japanese were willing" to advance money on them. ^41 to pledge; usually for
small sums, is also applied to funds advanced on the security of national assets,

such as the Customs, railways, etc. fiji ^ pled.Qe items—funds advanced on security.

6. ffi^ . . . if Russo-Chinese Bank.
7. U^ . . . f^i here the ;i. refers back to all the ni;itters that prioedo.
f^- M M. difficult to advance or to recede.

9. $t fj^ to release a spring ; to make a start.

10. i!*-] • - ^f Germany, England, America, and Japan, engaged to advance a

Loan to the new Republic to help her out of her financial difficulties.
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Government at Peking, when it makes a start, will be the questions

of a Foreign Loan, the loan from the Four Nations' Syndicate,

and the loan from the Sino-Belgian Bank, On account, of this

(latter item) there is also the protest of foreigners: (the Peking-

Government) will also be in a dilemma. So that the question of a

Foreign Loan is a very thorny one. At the present time, however,
there is no getting out of it. Still, with the desire to contract a

Foreign Loan, there should be on the one hand (an attempt) to

satisfy public opinion, and on the other, to act in accordance with
national sentiment. If it is merely a question of choosing the

most convenient course, on the principle that hungry people are

not particular, it will be sufficient either to prejudice the national

interests, or else to spoil the whole affair. Is there not need for

caution?

1. -^ it China and Belgian j:|: IS Belgium. .A. loan was negotiated by Tang-
shao-yi )^" |3 ^ on terras regarded as prejudicial to the interests of the Four
Nations' Syndicate, hence ^ q below.

2. fJ^^i] so that; still.

3- ^ f# B no help for it; unavoidable.

4- P'^ • • • ^1' inside . . . outside : the interests and sentiment of the country. -

5- M I'/i to reach to ; to come to the position of . . ,

6. iK. . . . ''h great . . . small : indicates the consequences as being of greater
or lesser importance.
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READING LESSON V. S.

Royalty in the Orient.

5& §5c i^ ffi le M^ CSi 4"

S. 5n"* i ^ IIJi Jil ^ A ^ /JD wz I

^ m^'^ili: m :*: K m iit' W^.ep ^ m
An Account of British Control in India.

1. ^ ^ to control ; to tie up.

2. [jL ^ wind and tide—the report and tide of revolution ; the news and effect

of . . . A comparatively new term used in the sense of 'disturbance,' and applied to

'rows' got up in schools, etc. . .

3- i& ^ reach to, like the far-reaching effect of a wave.

4- 5^ . • • M accordingly after the coronation Jn ^ added a crown— to crown.

5. iS M to travel ; to tour.

6. M in accordance with precedent.

7- M Mi shew favour toward.

8. 's$, the said; the aforesaid. This is commonly used in the documentary
style, and in some cases is the equivalent of 'the.' ^M A ^ the tributary people.
Springing out of its meaning of 'should,' 'ought,' is the word 'proper,' e.g., g^' fffj

the proper Board.

g. Kk ^ in order to be had in remembrance.

ID. 1^ ... ^ the Liberal Government took the utmost advantage of the
opportunity to carry out some most important reforms in the internal administration
of India. ^ ^^}^ the Liberal Government. ' Freedom,' ^ f^ is not only used in an
abstract sense, but also as a qualifying term ; e.g., freedom of the press tH JlR § ft ;

religious freedom ^ ife g ft ; freedom of speech g 3ro ^ ft ; etc. jflj ^ profitably

employed—made the best use of. ^f • • ilS :^ ."t, 35c ^ to carry out . . . important
reforms. It is a help in long and involved sentences to find the object first and
then turn to the attributive words later, f?^j it^ inside rule. ,^g a superlative, most ;^
great.

II' .^ . . . & the idea was to control public sentiment, lest the Indians should
plot rebellion with a view to throwing off their bonds and becoming independent.
iJi . . \n so that by ^ i| tying up, controlling |S i^f public feeling . . . fi they—the
people of India ^ to desire to; to have something" in view.

12. B^ recently: in ^ yesterday 9f. indicates a definite pouit of time, but it

is not infrequently used in the sense of recent; e.g., pfi fS # last week, is found in

newspaper writing.

13. P|J . . . T the Viceroy of India PP 9t India ; Lord Harding Si T-
14. :ftn T as below—as follows. When particulars are given, beginning with

the next column t\\ ^ ' as the left' is commonly used.
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1. ^ ig^ academies ; schools.

2. ^ . . . ifH Indian soldiers and officers may have an equal right with the

English to receive the Victoria Cross. f§ 14 obtain with i^ A the English tg ^"

equal grade li !^ ^ ^IJ ffi Victoria pj ifi order of merit. ^ usually used in the
sense of power or authority, here indicates 'the right to' : so also in the cxprossioti

^ f IJ rights and privileges.

3- i£S Delhi.

4- ¥ W ;§ -31 Calcutta.

5- I^P • • • tS the people of India regarded (the moving of the capital) with
great dislike.

6. Ul % to make Delhi the capital has an important bearing on the
religions of India. ^ jtM to think, is used as a suffix, much as ' ism '—the religious
' isms ' of India ; cp., ^ Ht i®> -tK covetousness. "^ % head ; chief ; capital ; ^ often
=-first in importance, e.g., "M" Jff ti M provincial Capital and first District cit3- ^ ^
religion; the religious world. '

^ :yy' ^'^-^^^-J^ '':-%^ -':-:

7. ^^MBengai. , v; :; ;^/^,^ ^;;:'
->-..;

^

8- PJT '^ the place of—the place in which was situated the capital of India.

9- _5^ jlfc divided the province into two divisions. The Indians were up in

arms against it, and the assassinations in the subsequent years have had their origin
in this act. ^ |e rose in flocks

—

all rose /^ i'lj to oppose—used also in a parliamentary
sense 'the Opposition.' flg^ Wi secret murder; to assassinate; |^, \]\ fountain in—to

originate in.

10. JU . . . It . . . glj . . . ffii iU . . . 2. M • • • J?i^ • . • ^J since the capital is

transferred to Delhi, Calcutta will not be governed directly by the Vicero)', but
there will be a Council. It is also promised that the province will again be unified,
in the hope that this will remove any evil feelings of the populace against the
Engli.sh. JU introducing the object tt i^l> the capital H . . . ^tj since—then j^ ^
directly connected (in contrast with ^ ^^ indirectly connected) /j^ by ^, ^ applied
in China under the Manchus to a Governor General, in contrast to ^ }|| the
Governor of one province only ifjj .lU and employing, making use of J^ ;jj iH -^ local

council. J& -)] place; often=local, e.s.. % )] f local officials JU % in the hope that
1^ ^ cancel ; remove.
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1. }ij . . . X vlW oi this is, in the first place, in order to stand well with the

Hindoos ; and in the next place, to stand well with the Mohammedans. ^ now, a

rhetorical particle—on the one hand i^X Mj M "i order to be regarded favourably

ISG A Mohammedans.
2. s^ . . . . -til it is the idea of the Liberal Government to treat India as it

treats Canada and Australia. J^ Ftj freedom, liberty g^ has in view. JU # . . . . >S'

to employ the same treatment . . . 1M 1L i^ to bestow, grant it to P[] JJt India /jfi % A
Canada. ^ Ji/JJ Australia.

3- \% . . i!I the most important point in this reform is the question of the
autonomy of Bengal. S . • iA the most important point, f,^ has been adopted
by recent writers, in the sense of 'point' as applied to some subject or part of a
subject, e.g., % ^ the extreme point. |^ y§ self-government—local government.

4- "^ tf -^ Conservatives ^ pLi M Liberals.

5. )§ ffij Lord Curzon. ;^ ;;

6. ill iS'J to boycott.

7. -^ ... ^ at the present eSI having given ^ f^ self-government to; W
introduces the object |^ f-^.

8. ^ aspect,—it would seem by the look of things that ...

9. ^" ... .15^ the English were in great danger of losing the means of govern-
ment.

10. H Sf $^ Lord Lansdowne.
11. '-y ^ the two. In such cases I5 scarcely needs to be translated—the two

i ndividuals Lansdowne and Curzon.

12. g . . . ;;^ repeatedly brought this before the Conservatives and held to it

tenaciousl}'. ^ strength, used as here or before verbs=strongly.

13. SA . . . §.\] came into serious collision with the government.

14. !'4 W afterwards because.

15. ?«... f?! the best plan for ruling India was to unite the individual States
into a great confederation, and give to each liberty and autonomy as far as internal
administration is concerned.
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: I. ^ . . . .^ successive Liberal Governments helped this policy forward on

every occasion ^ ^ to hold gfovernment

—

% every time JU sign of object jlfc ^ ^
this road—line of policy.

2.' #
Council.

. % more add discussion mats—add to the number of seats on the

3- '-t IS to load the way.

4. M . . . K in a vast Empire both local and central (government) must be
co-ordinated before internal disorders can be dealt with. ^ M Empire. :^ ')]

local rjj % central f^ S -^f- obtain its level—be equal—in power to govern i§ ^
before it is possible to ... .

5- H'J • . • fn then came under the direct administration of the Viceroy of
India.

6.^ . . . E|J a very enlightened and populous province, and the head of the
Revolutionary movement throughout India. ^ |[^ the crown of.

7- fS. # to bring into line or harmonious cooperation. :

8. ^ ... Sir if we analyse the reason why the Viceroy of India was disliked
by the people, it doubtless was because he had local administration in addition to
his (proper) office. %, % to push back to the origin—to find out the real reason; to
analyse. ^ |f to have the management or administration of some office beside
one's own.

9- 'fiJi . • . ^ Bengal was made the same as the other provinces of India, a
separate Governor appointed, and a local Council given to help him ; Bengal, since it

would have the power of self-government (would make it possible) for the Viceroy
of India to avoid coming into collision by direct contact, and also preserve his
dignity as the representative of all India, as well as escape the complications of
direct adminstration.

ftfi other ; another JU . . . J^ ;t IS tt. employ ... to be to
to him a help. ^ M would not need to come to the point of . . .

10. i^ . . . ^ has an important bearing on the history of India.
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1. />i . . . 3® there is absolutely no such thing as their being displeased at

this reform. '/>!: M ' Z M certainly no ... principle.

2. 31 • • • iSlI as to practical advantages they are more than welcome to the
whole of India, i^; f> as to ; so far as . . . ^ |^ practical, as opposed to theoretical

Wi iS gladly welcomed.

3- IB ^ distant from.

4- M M extremely difficult to gather all together.

5- K ... •tin there is no comparison between Calcutta and the advantages of
intercourse between 500,000,000 of people; ^I^ is used for 1,000,000. and -^ for 100,000
in some styles of writing, whereas in speaking /j| is the imit of calculation. ^ . . .

m not with . . may be compared—no comparison between . . . and

6. This most recent and greatest reform of the Liberal Government had its

origin in L,ord Hardinge, the Viceroy of India. /^ fj'^ had its root in ; originated
with . . .

7- lib . . . ^ the relation of this to the management of the dependencies of
England, is regarded differently by Liberals and Conservatives; and both have
reason on their side. At present it is extremely difficult to say which is right. In
this lies the permanence or destruction, the prosperity or decline of England. |^
relation to. # ^$ . . . — ^ each grasps one statement. ^ ^ not arrived—before
the thing comes to pass 5$ very; extremely ^ f^ to know beforehand.

8. ill . . . & the spirit, courage, and discrimination shewn by the Liberal
Government in boldly shouldering such a responsibility is unequalled. ^ finally

—

a particle scarcely needing to be translated. Wt j^ '^ f^ boldly, decidedly. ^ is

often the equivalent of ' ly ' in such adverbs as the above. '4i X'' ^S ^ & all there
is not may be reached—unequalled.
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THE QUALITY OF MERCY.
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Protest against a General Pardon granted by President Yuan.

A communication from tlie Director of the Shanghai School of
MiHtary Law to the General Director Wu.

Yesterday I saw in the newspaper that President Yuan had
granted a general pardon to criminals. It briefly mentioned that

all offences committed before the loth of the 3rd month of the ist

year of the Republic, with the exception of clear cases of murder
and robbery with violence, would not be proceeded with.

I- tn, M opposition discussion, as opposed to -^ ^ opposition by ph3-sical

force. '..Vvv.^ -,
'•.;; '

.;

2. Ijc . . . i^ to send ... a letter or writing.

3- ^k M ^ 3. formal introductory phrase indicating respect, scarcely needing
to be translated. Other forms are ^'

fl^i -^s, ^k ^', M ^ ^' I ^ respectfully inform
you.

4- !^ . . - ^h with the exception of . . . This combination is employed as here
when ail details are set forth between \% and ^ and also in proclamations where all

that lies between indicates some definite action, in addition to that named in the
early part of the document.

5- Z. -^M two items ; it is not uncommon to add the number of things enumer-
ated at the close of an enumeration.

6. ^ ^ This need not be translated, as it merely marks the end of the

quotation from the newspaper. In this case the tenor of the article referred to is

given; in other cases the quotation may be given in full. Similar expressions
found in formal correspondence (usually official) are #" @ such reasons; ^ fM or

^ E^ such circumstances; ^ ^i such matters; \^" M such charges.

A /f» ^ 5^ To Joi'-givc others is 7iot folly.
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On investigating the Institutes (which relate to granting)

general and special pardon, special pardons doubtless are granted by
sovereigns in the exercise of their great authority, and it's true that

such things are constantly heard of under autocratic governments.

But (looked at) from the side of the injured party, and in consid-

eration of the principles of law, can it be said to be just? Besides,

all the laws of a Republic should be publicly accepted by the people

generally, before being published by authority. Although at the

present time the laws of the land are not framed, and uniform
procedure is still lacking, the foundations of the Republic are already

laid. But is it permissible for the individual to commit a breach of

the common law of the Republic because of his kindly feeling?

1. ^' ± a sovereign.
2. M- |l] sole rule ; autocracy.

3. ^ assuredly; it's true that; this no doubt is . . .

4- B# • • • K constantly there is that which is heard BiJ;= B^ ^.
5- Sfc • • • ffm here ^ is nearly the equivalent of Jl^

" concerning "
;
" in relation

to "
; and so used may be followed by ^ or # etc., from the point of view of ^ ^

# the injured party.

6. 16 an interjection expressing surprise—who would have? how can it be?
:zjs.=^ 2|i fair; equitable.

7- ^1 • • • 1^ • • • #^ • • • ^f furthermore should be . . . before ....
8. ^ ?n united; republican; the term applied to China united under a

Republican form of government.
9- M to pass through ; indicates that the statutes have * passed muster ' and

are accepted.
10. J95 ff to promulgate ; ^ indicates that the act is official.

11. ^ . • • 115 • • • IS ^ although . . . still . . . can it be that . . . S^ here is an
interrogative particle.

12. ^ ^ to break and ruin; often used for a breach of neutrality; etc.
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From this onward, seeing that the President of the Provisional

Government, on taking office has (introduced) this irregular canon,

in time to come, the President who will be formally elected will also

follow in his steps. At the expiration of his three years of office,

another President will be elected and will inevitably take this as a

precedent, and from this it will be perpetuated to no end. I fear

that those who will escape the meshes of the law will constantly be
greatly on the increase, and it will be anything but easy to keep

people from going to the bad and trifling with the law. How will

it 1)2 possible in the future to maintain order and quiet? Hence
from the time of announcing this decision in a regular way, all

criminals in confinement, with the exception of murderers and

I- if • • • 1i following this and henceforth. ^=^ 7"* from now on.

2. \}fa ^- applied to the "goverment pending the final settlement of procedure,
etc. Ea B$ J^ IfJ Provisional Government.

3. Big & wilderness rule—a rule that does not follow the ordinary course.

So $f ll Svild fowl,' applied to something outside regular procedure.

4- JE ^ the orthodox pattern ; formal ; applied to things done in a regular
wa}^ according to an approved standard.

5- ^ . • • :i will also follow in the footsteps and carrv out ^ this—irregular
rule: Il!t...IiJ ... :^>. .. jfil . . . :t-

6. W. M lead and regard this as a rule—will adopt this as a precedent.

7. M • ^ those who leak out of the net—who escape ^ \{^ the meshes of
the law.

8. IS: ... K guarantee not make bad the people; i.e., it will be difficult to

ensure that the people will not do evil under such a state of things. M here seems
to be used verbally—to make bad, instead of in its usual sense of bad; vicious. ;

9- M ^# to regulate ; to keep in order.
10. ^ ;fji to announce ; to proclaim. • '

"
:

:-

11. R, .... ^ all those not life robbers, the different criminals in prison # ^
abbreviated from A ni" J^ ^ above. # here has a distributive force, each and all.
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robbers, should, in accordance with it, be set free and regain their

Hberty. Since this is in opposition to the spirit of a country ruled

l)y law, and is a return to the old practice of autocratic government,
T apprehend it should not be issued by a Republic. » ; :;.

Bearing in mind the fact that you have travelled in Europe and
America, are an eminent member of the legal profession, and have
been ])laced in sole charge of the legal administration, and so must
have some enlightened ^•iews on the subject, I venture first to address

you, and hope for a reply giving a decision that will be something
to go by. Great is my felicity. I remain Yours respectfullv

1. tS . . . W have a ruled-country's spirit ih f§ under the control of regular
law as opposed to the action of Yuan who has acted independently

; %^ ^|i usually
applied to persons in the sense of vigour, animation, is now commonly employed in

speaking of the 'spirit' of an institution, law, country, etc.

2. 12 ... ^t again walk in the autocratic government's old practice J@ applied
to a course of conduct rather than to a physical act, e.g., ifj ^'M fS recurring to the
old practices.

3- ^ ^A my master—you. Honorific titles are common in direct address to
avoid the use of pronouns, ^k Europe; H America.

4. j[5 . . . ij- are law studies exalted constellation if- stands for the constel-
lation of the Dipper, hence, exalted.

5- 1^ ii administration.

6. gJE; in relation to; as far as is concerned.

7- ^ Si: "se boldness—venture to make bold.

8. ® iik to enquire by letter.

Q- ^ ^ cut out and and reply ^t ^^ ^'"^ out, is applied to decisions etc., and
carries the idea that the person in question lias power to discriminate between things
that differ.

10. S ^ a formal ending to a letter, " Yours respectfully." ^ may be
prefaced by any suitable word, which varies according to the rank of the person
addressed, e.g., M ^ to a tradesman, ^ ^ to a scholar, etc. In some cases the time
at which the communication is made is indicated, as, ^ ^ 'noon peace.'
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READING LESSON VI. j^^

Information About the Informer.

w, m 1% ffBmmnm ^.# nm^- mm _ „ ... ,.... ^ .^

it ^ H 2. PI #.^B m HE 't* « ^
Was Cheng-pao a spy ? '

; ^

:^ ^^ is (he) or not? iHltf a Chinese spy. i^tf— /(f |Bf.

^- ^ • . . ^ the names of the petitioners and their places of residence are set

forth in detail, followed by the matters about which they petition. fK 7C of Kiangsi
Nanchen District and \£ -!)k of Anhwei '^$ I District. The subject of the petition is

the shooting of the Chinese spy f/e t^j.

3- f4 • • . l^ handed in a petition to the Shanghai Military Governor (petition-
ing that) he would clear up—the matter

; ^-1] 1^ to cxplawi away.
4- I"??- ... ^ all that lies between these characters is the language of the

petitioners. ^ . . . V^ briefly to state why their dead friend suffered jC> j^ |8 M which
they lind it difficult to understand ^a . . . ^- we beg you will announce it with full

proofs, and explain explicitly to the people (so as to) resolve their doubts. if\ Pj^

to open up clearly; to explain in detail.

5. M • • • A the Shanghai ^Military (iovernor Ch'en, yesterday, after receiving
the petition, replied by letter to the two men Peng and Wang. ^ to grasp ; to receive
a communication from a subordinate ^ tS letter replied—replied by letter.

6. :^ . . . M we tran.scribe the letter below. 1^ original, often used retrospect-
ively. ^ after=Iower down, in the following context. From this on is the reply of
the Military Governor, %l |f

.

7- 51^ • • ^ the case of the spy Cheng-pao has been presented in a plaint and
noted — % one case—at law, follows the definition of the case in question. 5J5 has
come to hand; .M==|e ^ (or ^n|) a statement of a law case handed in to the official.

8. W . . . ifn • • . ^ openly professed to be a member of the Tong-nieng
Society, while secretly contriving to injure (others) ['§ light; p^ dark; used for
hypocritical action—pretending to be one thing while actually something else, -f- Wt
handicraft, skill=skill in action, in either a good or bad sense.

9- s)t • • • • Z allow me to set it forth for you two gentlemen (Peng and
Wang) in detail. ?J( to attempt—1 will attempt to ... .

10. 1^ .... 4^ it appears that Cheng-pao was a native of Kiangsi, and was
a member of the Intelligence Department of the Governor General of Kiangnan,
Twanfang. *|}^ tj^ to belong to; to be a native of. Rif -^ the former Pure=the
IManchu Dynasty, known as the i^ % Pure Dynasty. xL^tL ^ the three provinces
of Kiangsu, Anhwei, and Kiangsi, formerly under tbc jurisdiction of a Governor
General residing at Nanking, f^ -H^ a spy fg f^ /'HJ the Spy Department.
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I- i'k -9- enrolled himself—as a member of . . .

'

2. 1^; . . . ^' his sole object was to spy out the inner workings of the Society,
in order to inform the Manchus : nearly all the members of the vSociety knew that

he was a sp}'. IS'j-, M'J appears to be an al^breviation for l^^- . . . W, ^^ . . . M'j with the
exception of . . . i.e., the only thing for which he entered the Society was . . . &§ all;

has a prepositional force, to, in, etc. 5^' ^ Manchu Chieftains, a term of contempt
for the JNlanchus ^ nearly ; almost.

3. ^ . . . — 1, myself am also one of the witnesses; see below :^ f^.

4. ^P . . . ^* all these are the real facts.

5. rj* Kanchow in Kiangsi.

6" ifi Shanghai, so named from fji Jx an old name for the Whangpoo.
7. ^ . . . ?M secretly accused Chiang-peh-ki and myself, and we were both

in imminent danger of death '/'^
jjlii unfathomable, inscrutable, as death.

8. ^ . . .-^ when the Revolution began to make headway, it was repeatedly
set back (through him).

9- vfl m when the Revolution was an accomplished fact, Cheng-pao wrote
me from Kiukiang, on the plea of tendering his services, fib g^ or xJj, to ofifer for
service and I acceded to his request, vfl ^ when ; and then when, yt tS glory
returned; applied to the restoration of the old order of things; sometimes written

iS -^'fc^the Restoration, fe indulgent; lenient.

10. fg . . . tt-*. the real reason for asking him to come was a desire to punish him
for being a traitor, and to strike terror into the hearts of the vacillating. }»Jt iU. ^ ^'

the 'inwardness' of a thing; the why and the wherefore ^$ cold; to fear; here
connected with jC* to cause to fear ; cp., ' to make one's blood run cold.' fx fiij! to turn
from side to side. }}(. JHlj

^' those who would now be on one side, now on the other.

11. W. -W according to the evidence of Cheng-pao himself, ft- to depose, as

a witness.

12. MS 156 having regard to the fact that ... ,.

'

:

13- fi • • • ^ it may be \erified that his name was entered in the 'Spy Book'
as a spy.
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tt* Iri *»

1- Efl • ie on these two counts there was abundance of irrefragal^le evidence
that place the fact of his being a spy be3ond doubt gic fE iron evidence ; absohitely
certain.

2. .^i.-; . . .
'# extremel}- difficult to shew leniency to.

3- M the old calendar : with the establishment of the Republic the foreign
calendar yf{ M was adopted in place of the old one.

4. 11/^ . . . )[•!] was executed oi:cnly.

5- ^« • • • S habitually holds the principles of humanitarianism, and had there
not been guilt beyond question, would not have needlessly executed him. Note
use of i f£". , .

LESSON VII. §m -tm

DRESSED IN A LITTLE BRIEF AUTHORITY,

m ^ ''S 1^

m M ^ mm
SI vS H#,S1 ^
^^ m ^ m &

^

^ ^ IB

Diplomatic Career of Luh-cheng-hsiang, the Head of the

Foreign Office.

I. Luh-cheng-hsiang was stationed for some time in Russia, and
is thoroughly conversant "with Russian affairs. In the year of the

Boxer uprising, he assisted Yang-ru in the Manchurian negotiations.

1. ^1^ Ic i'?l) outside intercourse office—Foreign Office.

2. iW 55^ affairs and aspect—the state of matters; the situation,

3- ^ ?* ^ the Boxer year; time of Boxer uprising. ^^^ ^^; v :

^ 1^^ ^ M. J^ow Jlights^ 110 heavy falls.
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His decided and skilful replies to the Russian Minister for Foreign

Affairs have been set forth in detail by the Japanese in their History

of the Secret Negotiations between China and Russia.

The year before last he was the Minister Plenipotentiary for

our country at the second Hague Peace Conference. During the

discussion of the Arbitration Treaty, a certain country proposed

that the withdrawal of the power of Consuls to arbitrate should be

made one of the subjects of arbitration. Mr. Luh being apprehen-

sive that the withdrawal of (the power of) Consuls to arbitrate

would, at a later date, be prejudicial to the interests of our country,

made a speech in the Conference and strenuously opposed it, and it

was dropped in consequence. Again, in the matter of international

relations in regard to arrest and place of trial, England and
Germany had decided to divide the different countries into three

grades, according to their strength or weakness, in order to

determine the number of judges to be sent to the place of trial.

1. HU • • • .& The Hague W- ^ Peace Conference ^ >f|J -^ complete powers

—

plenipotentiary |^ ^ great messenger :Jz {$. a title proposed for foreign ministers,

the term & '^ to be applied to Consuls in place of fi$ fli 'ti'.

2. '^' • . •
—' the term ^ i^ a public decision, is employed for ' Arbitration '

—

the decision come to by nations. ^^ H brought forward for discussion W introduces
the whole subject thus brought forward vUM the Consuls M ^\ ^ :^ M M with-
drawal of power to decide or arbitrate j[§ to be ^ pf arbitration ^ ijH matters ;<1

—
of one—one of the subjects.

.3- ^ • • • 'M another day ; at some other time M t.f a hindrance, something
prejudicial to — ^' \^ M'a bout of holding forth'—an address.
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Mr. Iviih ascertained this on the day preceding, and arranged with
the small Powers of South America to rise and oppose it; hence it

was not possible to carry this treaty into effect.

Again, in regard to the device of the Dutch Government to

compel Chinese emigrants in the islands under Dutch rule to become
naturalized, and the opposition they raised to it, this was relegated

to a question of diplomatic arrangement between the two countries.

1. 6^ . • • k!^ in (the matter of) li^ ^ international relations — ^^ one treaty

—

the treaty.

2. JU . . . It- ^k consider, regard as. SS M applied to the status of nations,

powerful or weak. i>X so as to ; in order to . . .

3- ife^ . . . fr to covenant ; agree with i^'j [b) the South American petty King-
doms S SI It /J- @3.

4. W Holland. ^ ^^..^^ :
. J: ^

5. -^ ^ Chinese emigrants, ff 1^ emigrants.

6. %% removed—out of the sphere of international politics M j^ and
1 ecame ....

7' ^ IK contended and discussed—argued in the waj^ of protest.

8. JU because, owing to the fact that . . - Bf f# ^ constantly there were

—

cases—it was a matter of frequent occurrence, tp ;i and because of it ^ f|
secretly altered—changed without open acts of hostility.
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Mr. Liih disputed the question with the Dutch Government for over
a year, with no result. He then—owing to the fact that it is a
regular thing for countries to withdraw their representatives to

indicate that di])lomatic relations are broken off, and by this means
the attitude of the other country is quietly altered—suggested this

scheme to the B'^oreign Office. The Foreign Office accordingly

recalled him. In little more than six months after his return home,
the Dutch Government reopened negotiations, with the result that

in the 9th month of last year, the Chinese and Dutch Consuls

concluded a treaty. This treaty states clearly that those who are

naturalized according to Dutch law on their return to China are

still Chinese su1)jects. Though this treaty cannot be regarded as

finally settled, it is far removed from coinpelling (Chinese subjects)

to be naturalized. Further, this treaty, in relation to the rights,

1.75 . . . fjf> then Kk took lit M this plan -"^ ± told it to the Foreign Office—
he acquainted the Foreign Office with this mode of procedure.

2- j^ ^ then ; thereupon.
3. $^ W. )tl concluded the treaty.

4. ^ . . . ^ not fully decided; not decided in a way fully satisfactory ^ Z
compared with Ib ^ ^ leaves it at a distance.

5. ^ f^ duty—as of an official.
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privileges, and duties of Consuls, is tlie same as that drawn up
between Japan and Holland. Never before, since our country has
drawn up treaties, have we had such a (satisfactory) one. It is

for this reason that the President nominated Mr. Luh to be head of
the Foreign Office.

I. PJi ^ W ^ that which had never been.

READING LESSON VII. ^

11

Celestial Flights.

mMmmmmBr. mmmm

i Mm^ M JS 1 «F>^*^'H fij a m s
An Account of the Flight of Li-ru-yen.

1. ^^f flying progress—aviation.

2. 3g ^ an Imperialist general who held Nanking against the Republican

troops during the Revolution.

3 TfJ . . . ]^ not easy to make headway in attacking him.

4. ^ Zi the first two characters of the Twelve Stems, used as A. B. in

English in reference to both men and things.

5. -Til .fi flying ships ; aeroplanes.

6. ^ 1^ the Golden Tombs, a name for Nanking.
7- 88 M ^ a race course Jl J9 a place close to Shanghai.
8. X . . - ^ an artificer; X S labour; gip a teacher.

9, IRI . . . ^t the professional aviator, Mr. Li-ru-yen. M f^ ^ one who has
made a special study of a subject; an expert. Note that g is inserted between the

surname and what corresponds to the Christian name. So below WWf^%^-
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1. lij introduces the subject of the sentence. So used, it does not need to be
translated, but may be regarded as a sign of the subject.

2. tjJ S Chinese and foreign.

3- if^ • • - r] Shanghai-Wusung Railway Company. Railways are usually

named by employing the first character in the name of each terminus and combining
them. Here ?t£=:^ M and ^ one of the names of Shanghai. So ^ f-/ of the
Shanghai-Nanking Railway. •^ n] a commercial company.

4- "^ • • . JS came to an agreement as to the selling of tickets, and by this

means helped to make up what was lacking to pay for the aeroplane. ^ through
;

by means of.

5. ^ . . . :ic there were copies of the regulations posted up in the Shanghai
Railway Station, stating that . . . j^S to stand; a place where carriages, etc., stand;
a railway station.

6. ^ ... ^ all those who have tickets of admission to the enclosure to see

the flying, value $1, $2, and $3, purchased outside the railway station.

7. B^ • • • M are requested to exchange them at the ticket office for return
railway tickets to see the flying, of equal value,

jlf sign of object. |g ^ the aforesaid
tickets J^ at 'g ^ J^ the ticket office . . . :t descriptive 5K El $ H return tickets.

8. ^ . . . # may travel first class and may also view the ascent from the
enclosure where it takes place.

9. ^ ... 35 the company ran special trains for the convenience of sightseers

that they might come and go as they pleased. ^ to start, as carts, vessels, etc. ^f
^ special trains.

ID. ^5 • • A there were also several members of the Consular Body
; M ^ ffl

the Consular Body, gg 'a mass 'is used largely in newspapers in the sense of
'group'; 'body'; as here; e.g., [Z9 ^ ^ M the International Group of Financiers.

11. PM interpreter.

12. tg ^ to look after ; to attend to.

13- tSf • • • ^ lined the road and kept order.
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1. ^ {jlj special ; particular ; a comparatively new term. ^ glj ^ reserved seats.

2. 1^ . . . ;S more than 120 stewards and ticket inspectors, male and female.

iSii had made a special study of them.

order.

3. ;*:

4- p] {^ to superintend the machine—to see that the machinery was in good

WL . "H was completely satisfactory.

6. f^ .... 3^ the foreigner in charge of the aeroplane and his assistants, ft
introducing the subject ; below used in the sense of ' from ', ft M j^ from the mat
shed.

7. /E ••• M the force of the wind too great.

§ :Jfe • • • T i^rst employed various devices to map out his course, from N.
to S., from S. to E., and afterwards to the S. and so descended.

9- A • • • ?S after entering the aeroplane, set the machinery going, and was
given a start by the efforts of the workmen.

10. ;fe . . . ^; it went to the right or left at the will of the one in control of the
machine. :i here is a verb, to go; to travel.

11. M • • . ^ afterwards described a circle and came down in perfect safety
in front of the Office of Public Works.
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I- ^ . . . V|S the well dressed crowd poured out of the euclosure to the
Railway Station. ^ ^j^iK the red men and green women, i.e., the men and women
who ^. fi: ^ ^ wear gay clothing, v^ ^ locomotive ; engine : motor car.

2. ^ . . . ^ Mr. Li had given his mind to the business, so as to dispense
with foreign aid and do his own steering.

LESSON VIII. ffli A%

A LIFE ON THE OCEAN WAVE*

35* ^ dl >>
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A Proclamation issued by Hsie, the head of the Naval Training

Camp, in the matter of Enlisting Recruits.

Whereas it is 011 record that orders have been received from
the Admiralty, stating that it is urgently necessary to establish naval
training camps—that the naval training camp which already exists

I. 'M W- sea army; naval $^ '^ ])ractice-camp=naval school; camp fur the
training of sailors.

- 2. jE Jipplied to principals—those chief in command.
3. 5^ to receive in hoth hands, hence to receive from a superior. '^ an olificial

record. Before some verl)s 5g-=to have the honour to, e.g., ^^ '^j to have the honour
to acquaint.

4. W- '4t »l) the Chinese Admiralty.

5. ^ to open; used in the sense of 'statuig' -it is stated that . . . etc.: it

introduces the tenor of a document, not necessarily the actual words,
6. 'MM promptly, as in duty bound.

// is easy to enlist troops^ but diffiailt to

disband them.
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at Chefoo should be enlarged, and that the numbers (in the camp)
should be added to by recruiting, with a view to help forward such
training, and to have men in readiness for transfer and employment
elsewhere.

On receipt of this, I at once sent the regimental officers, Chang
Tai, Chiang, and Choh, together with the naval instructor, Lin-kao-
sheng, to enlist recruits in Yungcheng, Wusung, Ningpo, and
Machiang, and to select those suitable for employment.

Wherefore, let all the people of these aforesaid places know bv
this proclamation, that if there are those who are willing to respond
to this summons, and who have the qualifications set forth below, they

1. ^ . . • 3£ should; fjfc here in the sense of using what already exists; e.g.,

Wt ^ &^M -f" build on the existing foundations.

2. ^ to assist in ; to help forward. JU so as to . . . Jfij and to . . .

3- ^' H marks the end of the quotation and does not need to be translated.

- . 4. |/l . . . ^ an instructor in sails and ropes.

5. ^ a sign of the plural used after the above enumeration of names.
6. ^ to divide; indicates that each one was sent to a different place, one went

this way, one that.

7- ^ ffl corresponding to (the) use intended; suitable.

8. J^ on account of ; used when the subject matter of the proclamatioii has
been stated, and precedes any exhortation or remarks arising out of it; !' on this
account ";" hence "; etc. • ':

9- sM M places referred to ; the aforesaid places.

10. jin . . . # ^. . BP if • • • those who . . . then . . . jQl ^ . • • ^- should there be
those who . . . IS fr Si ^ are willing to act in response to the summons—to enlist.

J5!c . . . 1^ according to the below set forth particulars '^ and so j^ to be -g* in
agreement with ^ the pattern, j^ introduces the second part of a proposition, and
is nearly the equivalent of gifc 'and then'; 'thus'; 'and so', -g* ;j# to have the
necessary qualifications, cp., :^ |^ qualifications, applied to voters, etc.
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should proceed at onee to the Training Camp at Tongshan, gi\'e in

their names, and await the result of investigation and examination.

After being selected, each must draw up a form of voluntary

agreement, and hand in a copy to the Training Camp for reference,

at the same time waiting till the appointed date to proceed to the

Chefoo Training Camp. Each man will receive Taels 5.40 per

month w'ages from the Training Camp.

A special proclamation ; let none disobey it.

The conditions are as follows :

—

1. Age to be over 18 and under 22.

2. Height to be about 5 feet 6 inches, English measure.

3. To be strong and vigorous, and to have had good health.

1. 1^. read in the 4th Tone (^ ^) to await; to permit.

2. ^. to prepare ; to write out. "If willing % ^ bond
; guarantee.

3- {(s 'S prepared for reference; to file; to keep for reference.

4. ^-
(ffl and at the same time ...

5. jtS D^ the Smoke Terrace—Chefoo. Strictly speaking Chefoo '^% is the
Bluff on tlie opposite side of the bay from the mainland.

6. n ^ food—used for wages.

7. ^ . . • •^ by the month ^ ff issued by the Training Camp.
8. ||- ^ as follows . . ; used before an enumeration of particulars.

9. ^- . . . . T items such as this and the following are not usually numbered
consecutively —« is prefixed to each as it occurs. §^ the front teeth, vised for z,

person's age "^ . . . JU T under ; beneath.

10. ^ heretofore—indicates the normal state.
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K + H ^ ^ a

n + 7c
m. ^ ®'

4. Must not be short-sighted.

5. Some knowledge of aquatics.

6. To be able to read more or less.

The 24th da}^ of the 4th month of the ist year of the Chinese

Republic.

Issued to be firmly pasted up at the East Barrier Gate.

1. lE is near sighted. ; : ^ . : : ;^^^
^

- v

2. tK te nature of water—some knowledge of tides, etc.

3- ^M Republic. Dislike of imperialism has filtered through to the form of
characters. ^ is also written I3 a ^ prince, in an enclosure ; but now that the

people have taken the reins of government ^ is substituted for 3c. !

READING LESSON VIII. A
Decadent Buddhism.

Detailed Account of a Mass Meeting of Buddhists.

I- Ife ^ head association. |g, all; as applied to organizations means chief;
leading

; general ; etc.

2. tC Kiangsu. In newspapers and other writings, the provinces are usually-

referred to in an abbreviated form as here, where ?I=JI M ' sometimes an old name
of the province is given. / v

The following are names generally met with :—

•

Chihli
Shantung
Shansi
Honan
Kiangsu ^
Anhwei ^
Kiangsi ^
Chehkiang Sfr

Fuhkien m

®m or .51

III ;fe or ^
lU ^ or #

or

Collective titles.

Kiangsi )

Kiangsu >-

Anhwei )

Ctiehkiang /

Fuhkien f

Hupeh / n m
Hunan j Jiff S

Hupeh
Hunan
Kwangtung
Kwangsi
Szechwan
Yunnan
Kweichow
Shensi
Kansuh

Yunnan
Kweichow
Shensi
Kansuh
Kwangtung
Kwangsi

IIJ or i^
m

ff or or

m^x

\ m
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Buddhist delegates. m A Buddhists f5 ^1. ff" ... A more than 200

delegates; representatives.

2. ^ . . . . # to establish a vast organization.

3. ^ ... A more than 100 people connected with the newspapers, the schools
and colleges, the military and the merchant class, were present at the meeting. In
this case the one character does duty as a descriptive epithet for the colloquial

term, e.g., ^ for ^ H ^ ; ^ ior ^ ^, and so on. ^ used once with # avoids
repetition ^ ^ newspaper world ^ ^ commercial world, etc.

4. ^ . . ^ the President of the Society for the Study of Buddhism. •# g
head of an association.

5. •^ S A the originator or promoter.

6. M to push—to elect.

7. :^ ± ^ to be lord of the feast—master of ceremonies ; chairman.

8. E^ ... 5; the abbot of the Liu-iiin monastery Ingkan addressed the

meeting saying . . . . tfel introduces the speaker, so below ;>|f 5t abbot of a Bud-
dhist monastery. |g -^^ to announce—the object of the meeting.

9. ;^ . . . ft= it is indispensable that we who are of this generation unite and
form a great organization, and do our utmost to seek to arouse (others) to action.

^ ^ an organized body.

10. :H: • • • • p they are all of a specially kind disposition. Such places as

schools, hospitals, institutions for the blind and deaf, and asylums for the aged are
established by them regularly. ;J(p like—such as ... .^ ^ in regular order.

11. 14 . . • ^ nothing that is beneficial to society escapes their notice, and all

for the sake of spreading their religion ! ^ ^ advantage.

12. ?io . . . ff it is fitting that our religion should imitate them from now on

i^ like ft* tf act as they do ; imitate.

13. 36 . . . # he also announced .... delegates ...

14. M to follow, in order ....

15- # • • • i# announced that he had handed in a petition at Nanking to

President Sun, and to the head of the Board of Educators, and it had been granted,

tt; ?ll granted, as a petition ; to sanction.
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^.^mmmmi^mmmmmn m.z^^M mM m.A * » ns It mM a b#

^<wsmnm^ ZsZ ^^ ^ s E ^s

^^^z m.z mm^.^sB =f s

4? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^5^,^ K # ^ vfe^ ^M
I- Ife • • pT our religion is now at the time of the going down of the sun (on

the decline), and nothing but organization on a wide scale, and strenuous efforts
will be any avail. # . . . . :^ nl indispensable. Both simple and complex expres-
sions may be inserted between ^. and ;^ "S]".

2. tf? • • . ^ read out a congratulatory address, % indicates reading aloud
to an audience.

3- S • • • M in recent times, since the change from the Manchu's, our religion
has declined day by da}"-, until at the present time it is on the point of extinction.

rHi proximate future.

4. ill: ... H this is entirely owing to the fact that we priests are lacking in

self-respect, do not move with the times, but merely live upon society, contributing
nothing for our food and clothing. No wonder that we are spat on and abused by
other religious sects ! ^ ^ self-love; self-respect. J; jift to go upward and enter

—

to progress. ;-:;'.-' .:;':..
5. # . . . ^IJ unless we fulfil our share of public duty, how can w^e participate

in the rights and privileges of a Republic ? ft ^ public matters ; social service.

6. -T* . . . ^ that Buddhism had thus decayed was owing to the ignorance of
the priests, who simply took things easy. Recentlj'^ it had gone lower and lower,
until people scarcely knew what sort of a thing Buddhism was. As to such mys-
teries as the Greater and Lesser Conveyance, it was useless to refer to them. ^ }f^

proceeded from, had its origin in. |^" merely, only. ^ yr> ^T nearly not known
A ^ inner meaning, esoteric. /J* ^ teaching for 'outsiders': exoteric. Jj ^
mysteries. ; ",--.^ ^- ,- ,;; y ':'-''- '\'- A.:\:'^^ ':':::\ '-^

7. ]Hi . . . •& this was not that they were rejected by the age, but it was
doubtless owing to the priests' own degeneracy. ^ sign of passive.
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E H-.ffl 5i ^ # MM m m
# *B fi- # S.H « * ^M « m A
m #.^ S. fi # S ;2: 3^ M.^ «^;t
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MM -m^it m.± m ^ ^aa
i^>-t $ ^ ^ li vi ^ i ^ ^ ^

I- H • • • ^ it injured the fame of the whole body for purity.

2. ^ ... ^ it was finally decided that the general administration should be
(carried on) at the seat of government.

3- tij • • • .K. the employment of different officials to attend to arrangements,
deal with correspondence and various affairs, was left to the Chairman.

LESSON IX. US A. S

THE PASSING OF THE QUEUE.

s ± fi«i ^;r ^^ M
i^.T.a m ^ ^
^ S M fr ^ PI ^ IP 3fe g ^ A

35 M^ M Wl

The Queue-Cutters at the Foreign Office.

The employees in the different government offices in Peking
regard the Foreign Office as being specially open to new ideas:

hence many in these offices have cut off their queues. This is by no
means confined to the official class; many of the runners in the Sula

T'ang have also removed them; at the present time there are only a

etc.

1. ^ M open—to new ideas.

2. '^ mI) officials of the Boards ^ the official class in contrast to .^ runners.

A HI fi :t g Men bow to the law
;
grass to the wind.
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few queues left. The ofticial in charge of a certain office regards

this as "a flaw in the gem." He wants to get together others of

hke mind and organize a Compulsory Queue Gutting Brigade, and
make a clean sweep of the pigtail.

He has already ascertained that at the Ho-huei office there are

still two left, in the Kaokong office one, in the Chiieh-suan office

seven, in the Shuwu office one and a half. A certain Mr. Ling coils

his queue round on the top of his head, and the local people call him
" Half-tail." All told, there are twelve tails and a half. It has been
decided to begin operations in good earnest immediately. Those
with pigtails were scared on hearing this : each said in turn, " We will

at once choose a lucky day and remove them." They were so

alarmed that they did not dare to enter the office.

- I- iS • • • ^ a slight flaw in the gem ; a blemish; something imperfect.

2. ?S M compulsory; applied also to education, as 5S ^ fS[ W compulsory
education.

3-^ ^ pigtail, used as a term of contempt.

4. JU . • . iH took the pigtail and coiled it round his head Kk took, made use of,

5- "? J© called ;*\vere known as.

-^
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M ^ 'It K M ^
T> ^ M P§ ^M
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s ^ s :^ * ir>

^ ffi * i;t
A Fresh Notification by the Official re the Removal

of the Queue.

The Shanghai District Magistrate,, Wu-yaaii-chiu, some time

ago received orders from the Provisional Governor of Kiangsu,

who had received the President's Circular, to the effect that it had
been ascertained that after North and South had been united under
one administration, the people and merchant class whose minds were
open to new ideas, and who knew the general line of policy, had in

every province and in every place of trade, already cut off the queue.

But while many of the above class had done so, and those who
still w^ore queues were few, yet in other out-of-the-way places in the

country, many still kept it hanging down. Hence the officials

1. g ^ again notify; to reiterate.

2. $1 ^ to receive %% to turn ; hence, to pass on in turn ; to transmit : the
Tutuh receive the M. ^ from the President and transmitted it to the official, Wu.

3. }^X to the effect that . . . W often stands at the beginning of a communica-
tion, introducing it, e.g , ^ iU, to notify in writing that ....

4. -^ . . . ;§ notice how a long and detailed description of both people and
places may lie between :§ and the introductory words jfii ^ ::^ Ir] ^ ^ and who
were acquainted with the main ideas—who knew the present trend of things.

5- -Kl .
. ; J? . . . 17^ but . . . the rest . . . still . . .% % .solitary; lonely. S=

^ ^ the remainder—those places away from large centres of population.

.- .0 -:
^
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^PH »5c nti ^

SH- *• v^. JKV ^

K - ^ ^ -t «

^:?^

# E9 5 ^r S I^

^ ¥ # # -t.Tf:

I? ^ « :^ «E '1^,1^
- « «!.# # ^ ^ it.

B T W # ^ it

^ * Mfi it A.B *.

MM>-k ^ ^ = M
B^itf ^.« #.tu vi

should issue a proclamation and make it quite clear that (such

people) must cut them off at once so as to remove the badge of

the Manchu.
OSicial Wu. after the receipt of this, issiied proclamations

several times and made it generally known. Unfortunately, a certain

class of the lower strata of society have been under a good deal of

misapprehension about the matter, saying that to cut off the queue
is to make people ' foreign slaves.' Consequently, after Official Wu
became cognisant of this, he issued a proclamation both terse and
clear, and had it pasted up in the principal thoroughfares, and in the

teashops in the surrounding districts, so that all the above class

should know, and at once by the removal of the queue attain the

desired end. We are given to understand that now Official Wu has

1. J-li . . . i!^ so as to remove the token of the Manchu custom. ^ W\ shewing
the end of the communication received from the Tutuh.

2. — fli" once and again ; repeatedly.

3- Mlm but alas !

4- T • • •
# many among the lower classes wrongly apprehended. 7" wf£ a^"d

.h jife the upper and lower classes—applied to social status rather than to a moral
standard.

5- #' la sign of the plural, the sayings of those just mentioned.

6. ^^ a shop.

7. ^ . . . i^ let . . . know so that they may . . .

8. ^ |§ to transmit and request—to request in a despatch.
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6 il 4 ft

# ffi ffl S
Mc^ » J. =& #.
T- BK.iS S 4* «
^ m «/ =t (^

f 3i n4 tft #,B
§ » #, * m M
ft>^.9J « # ffi

^ A ^.

V

i»i p ^ flij E # ^

requested Mr. Muh, the head of the poHce, to instruct the constables

on their beat, in every section of the city and suburbs, beginning
from to-day, that if they happen to meet people with queues, they

should begin by mildly exhorting them, letting them know the general

purport (of removing the queue). Should such people not be amen-
able to persuasion, the police must arrest them and take them to the

police station, where they will be punished according to the law.

We do not know what steps Mr. Muh has taken in the matter.

f- '^ ^ alarm matters, applied to police; e.g., ^ ^ Fj a police station; ^
3^ ^ the head of the police.

2. ^ ffi to transmit orders—to order ; ^ is applied to orders or " instructions"

issued to a subordinate oificial.

^ ^ ^ the divisions into which the city is divided for police purposes.

4- % iS to stand on a mound—to be on a ' beat.'
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READING LESSON IX. /L H ^

Blank Despair.

m MM mm v) mM.z m.m m ^.-

/> H m o5111 * ^ ^ i^ ^ m Jh .. . -„

,

XiT f^ a # #.je. :*: 7K - M M ^.E
^ ^,^. ^ S ItmMM MM 3St.# ffi

^ m ^ ^ 7K.SI « E if » ^ fi
ZM ^^"^M ZM ^ i(& ^ H *
^ 1^ 5& f5 ffi IB !1 -MM If T ^ 3S
Ji :^ ^ ^ ^ M ffi< W.t^ ^ J: ^ *l ^
m ^ :^ fi If n m' p * ffl.a ft m,
«& ^ ^Ti E.^ ^ M 4» S'^M,#5^..

A Hankow Tragedy.

1. A ?R Osaka.

2. S Jft a hulk for storing goods.

3. -^ . . . ,^j, still had a little life.

4- W . . . .^ gave him some hot water and revived him. ^ to pour into

—

poured down his throat.
. \\,/:-^::\_;rH\' :'::':,'::• :,':':

5. ll . . . '^ the reason of his short-sightedness in seeking to take his own
lite ^ ^ short vision—applied to wrong views of things.

6. ffi . . . ;i soon after they let him go, and told the policeman to follovir him
and secretl}' watch him S ft ^ to tail after him—to follow him.

J. iK . . . '^ irremediable misery that could not be content with anything but
death.
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TP.Pf'® ^ ^ ^
tf: mmwTbZM:

m.tr ;;t M * ^ sfi ^ ^^ ^ ^^
m^mmnwi j^m ii ^ a ^ * ^ @

m m MM m-^j}^f^-s^^^nz

le H ^ a «.«i A ^ s^^ ffi M A JK 0j

M M i# A ^ A>B ^^'jE^ffi!^^^

I. JL • • • 1^ saw he was in slightly better spirits.

2. Hf . . . |i^ granted that you are in very sore trouble, what is the objection
to letting us know ? Perhaps we may be able to help you. :^ "^ it 1^ Mt Z V-
troubles as great as heaven. ^^ ^? to dispose and loosen; to extricate out of
difificult}^ ; to make some suitable arrangement.

3- 1& im of scholarly family.

4- iU . . . & because the family was poor.

5- j^ ^ to act as secretary ^ :S friend (in) the tent—a private secretary.

6. ^ A the house man—the wife.

/• '^ ^ to die; died.

t>- 3E >ff 1^ ?$ jade and stone perishing together : his master, being a Manchu,
was presumably the stone.

9 il^ M ^ »^ to exterminate the family ; to end the succession.

10. ^ M the twelfth month of last year ^ g last year.

II- f^ M Z ^ for the space of two months. ^ i5^.may be affixed to any period

of time.

12. ^ . . . M to borrow travelling expenses to (enable me) to return home.
Jlj ^ stream help, help for a journey. |g M. to return home ^=M S. the country;
one's native place.

13- & • - -1X1 begged during the day on the streets from door to door. In
addition was both cursed and beaten by the head of the Tithing Office. f£ He held up
the beggar's bowl. ^ M to pile one on top of the other, applied to several things

happening together : see below l/l ^ ^ j|t distressed by cold and hunger.

14. P^ . . . ^ he whimpered from hunger and cried for sorrow, causing distress

to all who heard. ^ ^ a sour nose—distress causing people to snivel.
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^ M ±3\mt mm mm mx ^oPf m

mz ^mm-\'^^m^nmm^m^mmn ^.H m - mA ^ m.^ b m
ift MM^M mm. ^ ^ mJ^ fl 0.;J|t M

^ :^ ^ ^ ^ + M.^ IP ^. ^ - A.lBi ^.

nm^m&imm m-M ^ ii i^ i
I- ]|^ • • • ^ I had previously begged a few scraps from the aforenamed

restaurant, and the proprietor seeing the child cry, took pity on us and gave him
a basin of rice gruel, ft nt; i*S R& i the restaurant; the proprietor f^ is often so
used=:g5 tS or jg M- Note JU introducing the object and below iU 'If -S" I told
the proprietor the truth.

2. pt • • • ^ my advice is that your best way will be to part with the child
and give it to someone to adopt. I will find him a good family, and so the lives of
both father and son will be preserved. ;^ ^ cannot do better than . . . fJj ^ cut
love—a love that will be willing to sever the ' tie that binds' ^ to give to A J©
someone lig 4t to adopt.

3- fH • • • ^ a deed of sale.

4. itK . . . ^ we shall probably not meet again in this life.
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LESSON X. gj + |gS

THE BUBBLE REPUTATION.

b m A.
=f- ^ % :^

in A,# n M

wn± ^ M M.

# # jH #
M.fi^ A m W P
^ ^oH A #
^m :^ ^ M

# S T ?M ^ *

^ ^ ¥ # pa ^^ m'

:ftp::^ 1^ -tf ^ #

^ IB A ^'

Memorial Service for Patriots.

A great gathering in memory of patriots and heroes was held

on the 1 6th of this month by (the men of) Wuch'ang and Han-
kow having a common aim. They borrowed the Hunan Guild as

the place of meeting and nearly 7,000 people attended. A military

band played, filling the ear with the sound of drums. Mr. Yang-
yii-ru began by announcing the order of the meeting. Then Mr. Li-

hsing led forward the officers of various associations to the spirit

tablets of the various worthies, to perform the ceremony of the

I- ^ 1^ to follow up grief, ji, stands for the classsical expression \%^ji.
^ attend to the last (funeral rites) and let them be followed when long gone (by
appropriate ceremonies.) ^ to be grieved in spirit.

2. K ^ Wuchang and Hankow. These great centres of trade are locally known
as ^ ^ H P the city of Hanyang ij^ |^ making the third. It was in Wuchang
that the Revolution began.

3. fg false; also means, to borrow. "^ pf hall of meeting. The Guilds
usually have such buildings in large centres which serve the purpose of meeting
places, places for discussion, and centres of help for poor fellow-provincials, etc.

4. ^ "K not below—nearly; not far short of.

S- ^ ^ order; applied to maintenance of order, as well as to sequence of
procedure.

51^ f ^ One thunder-clap resonnds throughotit

the empire.
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5E » ^ « se # ±

?!i ^ SI ± ^ a Ifil
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« ffi ^ ^^ B ?£ m.,

^ M BM it ^ ^^
5B ft ^ ^ ^^ fif( i4
M m m i:»#.A ^
Bt t#^# 1 K «E H
s = ^ a ;?> -fe

-fe ?!i ^ -^ :fci f5'f

10

±^il.^ ± ft ^ IbI

?l! -^ iF ^.^

tz ^.f:b m 1SC.±

^ ^ ^ ^ :5^@ -K.

^ ^ ja ^.IB i^ ,is.

;^ ^ fij ^ m ^ ^

:^^

Three Bows. Following this Mr. Yang and Mr. Li-kwei-seng read
the funeral oration. It was read in a loud, deep, and mournful
tone, moving all who heard it to tears. The sacrifice over, Mr.
Chiang-yi-wu gave an address, saying, "The reason for our
memorial service to-day, is the fact that the heroes, by giving up
their lives in the cause of patriotism, made it possible for us to

change to a United China, The fact is, that the establishment of
the Republic is the gift of these heroes. At the same time in the

beginning of the patriotic movement the achievements by Messrs.

Liu-yao-cheng, P'eng-ts'u-fan and Yang-hung-slieng w'ere the most
remarkable, and their deaths were the most grievous. For the rest,

some died in the forefront of the battle, some in prison, and others

!• ^ 3t this usually consists of an account of the deceased and his achieve-

ments couched in highly eulogistic terras. : ;>

2. Rli JU . . . JU . . . ^ H^ the reason for ... is because . . . $& t^ first made it

possible ...
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vfe lE ? 'Iw :^ ira

"? mm n^ m
'ii> n.K -g- ^-.

JU :& :^ Ife fi i

it ^ ^ 3>: ^ 1S
t^o».® ^ ^ 1^ # *? M ^ ii
± m &M -fe IB

^ ^H * ?JS :5fe A
^ {^ 5& dE.^ m
^ fl^ it ft ¥ '/i

^' R

#

Jir -4r 1^ :^ZB 7v WfJ \ ^
^.

* ii ^ A ^ ^
m a t^ ^ ic tff It.

^ ^ ^ M « m.m.

MW:& ^ ^ ^
/^

J* ^ ± 4 W ^
were assassinated. May I request you, my colleagues, to make
them known, that a history may be compiled for the inforniatioii of
posterity.

"

Mr. Yang then proceeded to give an account of the organiza-

tion of the Reform Party by Chang-ching-cheng and Chao-chen-wu,
and of the manner in which they were put to death; his remarks
called forth a long-drawn sigh.

Mr. Lo-yiui-po then mounted the rostrum and said in a loud

voice, " To-day the martial music swells, the military accoutrements

jingle, the candles shed their lustre, pigs and sheep are set out on
the right hand and on the left—this is the outward expression of
' memorial.' The united effort, the harmonious help, the comple-

tion of the work, and aims left unattained by the heroes—these are

1. JU ... ^ so as to make known to the future }[?{ Jj$ in the abstract, stands
for the people of the future.

2. ^ . . . E caused everybody a great sigh to no end.

3. J^ ^ a model or figure ; an outward expression ; a giving shape to.

4. :t them—the 35(? ©.
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the spirit of 'memorial.' The erection of special ancestral halls

for them, the comforting and support of their families, the making
known their achievements and handing them down to ten thousand
generations—this is the materializing of ' memorial.' I would that

you, my colleagues, would give attention to these three considerations."

Finally Mr. Li-hsing addressed tli^ meeting and said it had been
decided to memorialize the Vice-President to erect an ancestral hall

to the three heroes Liu, Peng, and Yang on the Yellow Crane
Tower; and the two heroes Chao and Chang would be near to

them. All should do their best to help bring this about. It had
struck three o'clock by the time he had finished speaking, and the

meeting then dispersed.

1. ^ ... t^ the reality of it ^.
2. ^ S^ ^ this was a loft^^ pagoda which stood on the brow of a hill over-

looking the Yangtze. It was burnt down some years ago, but the spot on which it

stood still retains the name.
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READING LESSON X. +

^

.^toKl'^

Sorrow on the Sea.

n

-^nm d« m *^ k ®
^ n it a ®"A ^ ^

An m
. SJSiffig j^

#
«>*

Detailed Account of the Loss of the "Titanic."

On the night of Sunday, the 14th April, 1912, the White Star

steamship " Titanic," on her way to New York from Southampton,

ran into an immense iceberg, and, sinking four hours after the impact,

carried with her sixteen hundred of her passengers, mostly men, for

the women and children escaping in the lifeboats were subsequently

picked up by another liner which had been made acquainted with

the terrible occurrence by means of wireless telegraphy,

1. 6 • • . M the White Star Company. •
.

2. ^ . . . M named the " Titanic."

3. ?? {tIz ill floating ice mountain ; an iceberg.

4. JfU ^ truly is . . .

5. ?& . • • ffi Renter's telegram.

6. 10 ... si the first trip to America.

7. Jg |g to carry as passengers. ^ is more commonly applied to cargo, ^
to passengers.

8. M • • A celebrated people, Ip, belonged to ; were in the category of.

9. M ^'i New York.

10. S2 • • • 5S • • • ^^ compared with the reception of the "Olympic" in 1911

on a larger scale fj? > compared with ^ ^ seemed to be.

11. ffi... 0/ the vessel itself was insured for f 1,000,000 sterling. ^S # the

body of the vessel apart from cargo, m: 1^' protected against danger—insured.

The kind of insurance efifected is indicated by some distinctive word between the

verb and noun e.g., ^ ]K !« fire insurance; ^ % §t life insurance; etc.

12. ^ S would actually be . .

.
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1. ^ ... — less than one per cent.

2. ^ . . . ^ hence it was not fully insured. '

:
:- , V ;

:

3- li& A rubber. ^ ::
;'.^^^. ; /- v '^

4- ^ • • . ^ first class materials from the Far East. ^ ^ as opposed to ^ ]^
the Near East. ^ sign of plural.

5. ^ ... It said that it was impossible to say with certainty how much
money was lost, but it must be reckoned at several million pounds W . . . pf by . .

.

reckoned JU indicating the unit of calculation.

6. i^J . . . -til all on account of it lowered their flags as an expression of
sorrow. This truly is an overwhelming disaster. |g ^ to signify sorrow t^ $? a
vast cataclysm.

7. ^ . . . TT the gist of the article is as follows . .

.

8. M . . . ^ Sunday night.

p. SI ... :§ the lookout.
10. Jj^ :^ the rudder house.
11. IP ... 1^ at once attended to their various duties of seeing the extent of

the damages and saving the passengers.
12. ^ ... SI to put on life belts. ^ to wear ; to put on.

13. — ... ^ at the same time by wireless telegraphy sending the ordinary
signals of distress f^ by making use of ^ ^ H no wire electricity ^ . . . ^ sign's

of having met with danger.
14. B. ... IS constantly lighting and sending up rockets, indicating great

danger.
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1. -^ . . . Ifj- the mail ship Carpathia. iji ^ a post ship ; a mail boat.

2. jJ4 Bi the scene of disaster.

3. f}i P^ a synopsis ; an extract from a longer account.

4. S ... A it appears that it is clearly stated in the schedule of the Board
of Trade that 3,500 people are allowed for the full complement (carried by the
vessel) but the life boat accommodation was only enough for 950 persons. iS iiii

Board of Trade ±5 55 added clearly ; clearly stated j'^ JU . . . J^ ^ allowed as ... .

a full number.

5. A A stokers.

LESSON XI. H ~ -j' ^

*^FREEDOM FREE TO SLAY HERSELF/*

tilf11 s- m
-{iB A m
+ «5 fi^ ttj I

/t ?^ ^ it. a
A S ^ ^ |5C

** Liberty " Wrongly Interpreted by the " Citizen " Post Office.

The official, Wu, in charge of the Shanghai District issues a

proclamation for general information.

A >& i^ ^» W ^i in it ^^^^ hearts of the people are like iron ;

the rule of officials like a furnace.
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It is on record that he received a copy of *' Instructions '' from
the Provisional Governor of Kiangsu, numbered 578, in which it is

stated that (the Governor) had received a telegram from the Board
of Posts and Communications. It said that "The General Post
Office stated that the Wuhu Post Office had received a Shanghai
telegram from the Hsinyeh Kongso and the Hsieh-hsing-chang Post
Offices saying that now the Republic was established they should be
allowed liberty. They had sent letters by the steamer Poyang and
the letters had baen seized and detained by the Wuhu Post Office,

and they vowed they would not acknowledge (the legality of) such

action, and prayed that the goods might be returned without delay.

The Chinkiang Government Post Office had also received a

petition from the Min and Ch'iien-tai-hsiah Post Offices stating that

those who had organized these post offices should, in all reason, be

allowed to enjoy some of the blessings of the Republic. They
prayed that the parcels and letters that had been detained should be

I. f^ f^ within stated [jg introduces a document, or the general tenor of

it. }^ to grant; used in acknowledging receipt of communications from an official

superior and others, di^ M Board of Posts and Communications. 'H 53 a telegram

which stated .. .

: 2. ff Iff a telegram setting forth that . . . V:
:

;

~

3- M • lif should be allowed to enjoy—participate in—the privileges of

freedom. They had ...

4- ^ /^honourable place=you, your Port. '•

5- f^ • • • M swear they will never acknowledge (the legality of such action).

6. ^ |§ this marks the end of the communication referring to Wuhu.

7. ^ . . . :§ memorializing M to the eflfect that ^ ^ those who had organized
the ' Citizen ' and the ' Perfect Business' post offices.
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returned, and that from now on they should be allowed liberty to

forward mail matter, to deliver it without hindrance, and that it

should not be confiscated."

The Board of Posts and Communications finds that " The
Government has complete control of the Postal Service: the Repub-
lics of Europe and America have for a long time made this a

universal rule. The aforesaid Min and Hsinyeh Kongso Post Ofiices

have misapprehended the meaning of ' liberty ' and have smuggled
postal matter at their own sweet will—to the great prejudice of

the Postal Service.

The regulation in force up till now is that ' all smuggled postal

matter shall be taxed three times the normal charge, and the post

office that smuggles it shall be fined, in addition, as follows : first

offence Tls. lo; second oft'ence Tls. 25; further oft'ences Tls. 50.'

i.^Jm blessings; happiness.

2. ^ ... IS must not hinder (the delivery of) nor confiscate. ^ a§ shews
the end of the communication from Chinkiang.

3. ^ W\ 'tt. this introduces the remarks of the Board of Posts and Communi-
cations on the above mentioned sul)ject. 1^ may be variously translated; here it

wouM be the equivalent of "with reference to"—the question raised, or 'the Board
finds no enquiry that' ...

4- "ft ... ^, to do as they like as to smuggling.

5. fa] '^ the regulations that have obtained up till now—are as follows . . . /L
introducing the quotation from the regulations.

6. ^U . . . f^ according to amount due on the aforesaid articles should ^^ J^ be
fined threefold.
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The Mill Post Office has not observ^ed this regulation this time,

hence we request that a proclamation be issued strictly forbidding
them (to continue the practice) and that they be fined in accordance
with the regulation, in order to emphasize (the rights of) the Postal

Service. Kindly acknowledge receipt."

The Provisional (Governor) on receiving this, in addition to

acknowledging receipt by telegram, issued instructions, as in duty
bound, for the official in charge (of the Shanghai District) to take

note of, and in accordance with them, at once issue a proclamation

prohibiting (the illicit carrying of mail matter) in order to empha-
size the rights of the Government, and to uphold the Postal Service.

These are the instructions. (The District Magistrate) on receipt

of this issued a proclamation as in duty bound—" Let the people

of the Min and other post offices take note, that from henceforth

the forwarding and delivery of mail matter must be in conformity
with the regulations that have hitherto been in force, and there

must be no misapprehension of ' liberty ' that will cause a breaking
of the rules and the infliction of a fine."

1. ff' as follows...

2. 3f|. . . . ^ the aforesaid Post Offices have not conformed to the existing

regulations.

3- jffi • . . @ and hope (you will) acknowledge receipt -^ to hope; expect. ^
sign of passive ^ reply % S'marks the end of the communication received by the

Provisional Governor from the Board of Posts and Communications.

A- ^M on arriving at the official residence ; on receipt of.

5- S M to take official notice of and act accordingly.
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L/Ct each and all tremble and obey, A special proclamation."

1. M=4i *# uphold.
2. jlt 'v these commands—these are the |)ll -^ "instructions." -^ indicates

the end of the communication from the Provisional Governor.
3- S • • • # to hand in and to deliver—the posting and delivery of mail

matter.

READING LESSON XI. — + ^

A Flourish of Trumpets.

# nt ift m m ® M ±:m m ^ m Wt

1. The Inner Man.

ie„ow -^o

T. ^ HS opened and established—usually applied to the opening of a shop.
2. f^ .... -Jit location is usually described in its relation to the points of the

Compass, rather than, as in the West, in its relation to right and left.

3- ^ . . . ICi the deer and the crane are the sign,—' At the sign of the Deer
and the Crane.' The crane is an emblem of longevity'.

4. .Jt • . . jHj a branch establishment of the Shanghai Nanking Road firm,

.h #~ -h f^. ^ it divided here=a branch establishment is opened here.

5. j^ . . . ]^ a list of samples of canned goods. |^ 5H tinned ; canned ; applied
to canned goods of all kinds.

6. T* . . . -lil the world to-day is a world of commercial competition; lit.,

contest.

7. i@ . . . B but very few of those who enter commercial life attain their

object ^ . . .^ oi those who. ...
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m M i^rm s ^ * ®mm mmy:x m.

Z m"mM ^M ^M ^ 7K ffl ^
I- ^. • • • {ii abuses of all kinds constantly crop up in the foodstuff line of

business. — ^ one road; in some parts the several classes of goods are spoken
of as M — 5^ K cp., English ' This line of goods.'

2. ^ . . . . K conservatives are nonprogressive ; liberals go in for make-
believe in order to please their customers, and seek to take in people by selling

inferior goods. ^ ^ conservative 1^ ... ^; to try and play the cithern (a musical
instrument like the guitar) with the keys glued—used in the sense of adherence
to obsolete lines of action. ^ ^ liberals ^t ^ PJf to devise to draw a cake=to
satisfy with make-believe; from # ^ 7C, Mi to draw a cake to satisfy hunger.

3- Jj^ . . . fj" our lirm being grieved at this state of things, at once decided to

separate the genuine from the counterfeit. TJs; our ; this ; ^ place of business. ^ ^
it ^jj at once divide the gold from the stone.

4 ^ • • • Pjf opened a high-class establishment, 'g* f§ official presents—first-

class goods ^ ;% /g tea and food shop, a shop for the sale of confectionery, cakes,
etc. — ff\ one. pji is often applied to a block or row of buildings.

5- ife • • • 111 in the hope that it would be praised by all. As we did not think
it worth while to imitate others, we adopted the name ' Fragrant Village,' with the
trading 'style' of 'Prosperous.' ^ . . . i^ having that which :^ f?f would not
condescend M oil ^ with other firms ® pj to imitate (probably in reference to the

echo produced by a clap of thunder). fC, is a trading 'style' adopted by branches
of firms trading under the same gg or sign ; e.g., )?K ^ is the |^ but a branch estab-

lishment might be Hi ^ 1^ ^ tC
6. ^ . . . fiip made a special point of engaging first-class chef de cuisiiir

from T'ientsin and Shanghai. j^^" =^ W-', ^= Shanghai. HJj gip celebrated profes-
sors—of the culinary art.

7- M • -^ always seeking to ' go one better.'

8- K! ifi ^ R first-class goods, fair prices.

9- S Ji. M ^ no advantage taken of young or old.
10. JU, . . . ^ with a view to an increase of glor}-, and on purpose to make

good those deviations (from the right path) and save (the trade) from malprac-
tices. i>X with a view to flPJ] a particle indicating purpose ^ fl^ to repair that which
leans to one side.

11. ^^ it» keen desire; wild hope. ; jV> . .: . :

12. it ^ we also hope that all will inspect our goods. -^ introduces an
additional particular, 'further' . . . ^ :^ t. M M the superior glance (of
people) from all quarters. !f| used conventionally for the doings and sayings of
others. '

.
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1. ^ .... 1^ the names are set forth below for your inspection, j^ J^. to the

left, as Chinese writing proceeds from right to left. -^ "^ your honourable glance

tt indicating respect.

2. RS , . . S" all our patrons fl^ f| to bestow favour : see below HI M ^
patron ; customer.

3- f& . i^ should we be favoured with a trial order, we should be glad of
a letter in advance, lest we should not have the goods in stock. —

- . . . fi difficult

to get ready all at once '^ # a trial taste ^ 1^ shall be grateful for.

4- ^ —
/f* — . . • no two prices ; uniform prices.

5. 7|t . . . ?)^ it is impossible to give a list of them all. Further, the weather
is uncertain and it is difficult to calculate the amount in stock at any given time.

6. jtt . . . 7j< dollars and cents whether taken in or paid out are subject to

market rates. [!» rtJ according to the market-rates, ft^ 7jc money paid to make up
the difference in the varying values of silver; as applied to dollars, the amount
demanded presumably to make up the depreciation in the quality of dollars and
cents.

7. 4^ . . . §j< a special notification.

2. A Good Understanding.

^^mm
n^.^ mM ^ « « * m

• .|»W A» TiW ^

i- iM • • ^ selected materials and best workmanship. Dutch bleached
socks, nj^ (i^ Holland.

2. B?F , . . 1^ up-to-date famous stockings made by women. R-?f 5^ time's
pattern,—the current style ; fashionable.

3. ^ ... 714 not a trace of old calico in the foot of the stocking. ^ the
bottom or base. Chinese stockings have a thick sole composed of several layers.

4. ^ . . . ^ neither expense nor pains have been spared. We make high-class
goods a speciality, as we aim (at a reputation) permanent and far-reaching. ^
only, special. P^ T^ door market=goods exposed for sale at the door of the shop,
hence the best qualit\^ }^X because we !H aim 2i\. \^ long and distant.
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1. f^ . . . ^ widely celebrated for large sales 5? i|f is usually applied to

wholesale dealings.

2. dfe , . . rRl situated on the west side of the street, having the door toward
the east. ^ fnl the position of a house in relation to the points of the comi)ass.

3- ffi! ^ ©c1^ this wi 1 prevent mistakes.

3. The New Broom.

m.

i>j.mm m.m i^^^ mm m # m

# jsfr ,^ o #^.it m^n^m «^s
» ± 3( S -b ^ ^.PP JH' 'i^ ^ ^M m

1. ^ ... ^ the tentative reformed Legal Code.
2. mini The Judiciary.

.

^- : .
- ;

3. :^ • • . R^ approved by the President and adopted for general use in the
law courts outside the capital.

4. pfj .
.". ^ the present Code ff\ ^'As often as here, the equivalent of 'this';

' the.'

5- )!^. • • • 5^ we have printed a special table of such things as should be
amended or excised and also the text presented by the Judiciary; this we give
away with each volume. Note that the two items beginning with ^, are dependent
on ;£. A special table ^ HfF

—
• ^ specially printed one table.

6. ^ . . . ^f the publishing house of the Society for Promoting the Study of
Law. ^ ^f the place where the books are published : see below ^ ff pJf-

7- i'b • ' • ^ postage to Outports 15 cents extra M W postage expenses.
8. JU . . . !!S those who purchased the book previously may, on application to

this office, receive a copy of the Table of Alterations for the purpose of compar-
sion.
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4. Vanity Fair.

^ ts«ii
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I. W • M Almond Dew made with honey.

- '^ • • M> excites a flow of saliva and nourishes the lungs.

3- 1^ ... f^ specially good for the lungs. 'itK is one of the divisions under
which the difl'erent organs of the body are classified by the Chinese.

4. ^lii ... 2^ inflammation of the bronchial tubes ^ in medical parlance, is

the equivalent of the colloquial s^.

5. fi) • . ^i]i mischievous cold enters the lungs 3^ anything depraved or
harmful ; cp., English to ' set up mischief ' as applied to disease.

6. iX ^ will result in consumption.

/• 3g . • • lit fragrant powder for keeping the hair in order.

8. -^ . . . 1^ making people disgusted Tf^ jJS unendurable.

g. H' -^ the offensive smell of perspiration entirely disappears and is

replaced by a special fragrance.

10. ^1 ... ^ also deals with dandruft" and ringworm, and destroys the
ringworm microbe.

11. ^ ... ^ it has, without doubt, shewn itself to be an excellent article,

a great improvement (on other preparations) 35( K a something better than anything
that preceded.
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S. The Sinner Set.

ihlj

mmum-^^)^m njs ^s\ ±m

1. "^ :^£ hi'giene; hygienic.

2. M flf- false teeth.

3- M ' • • ^^ there are plenty of dentists in Shanghai, but it is by no means
easy to tind a good one. ^ m. standing like a grove-—in large numbers.

4. ^ . . . ^ regardless of expense have added (to existing plant) the latest

and best machinery, and dental material of the lirst quality. Jn i| have in addition
imported.

5. te ... 15 either a complete set or a single tooth.

6. ^ . . ^ either gold, silver, or vulcanite plates.

7. J6 ^ bridge and bar work,

8. An ... ^- life-like.

9- ^1 • • M, why not give it a trial ?

10. jJb • • • tK pain killer.

11. ^ . . . ^ perfectly painless extraction,

12. ^ 3£ move your gems—pay us a visit.
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LESSON XII. +

MINERS ABOVE GROUND.

^^ -It\/2^ jfl iM !/C

z m n ^.
M :*: ]§t T ^
-^H J^ ^ A

Great Strike of English Coal Miners.

A London telegram says that 840,000 English miners have
decided to strike, and judging from present appearances it seems
that it will extend through the whole country; while it is feared

that it cannot be brought to an end all at once. In the opinion of

many it will last a week.

I. A • • X great strike ^^ X to cease from work, cp., ^ rfj to close the

market; to stop trading, as is often done as a protest against official injustice.

2- ^ • • # labourers ; the labouring classes
;
preceded, usually, by some

descriptive epithet; see below M .^E-^ ^ ^' %)\ 6^ workers who transport coal; coal

heavers.

3- »K ?f i^' iS ^ the movement will extend to the whole kingdom.

4. — . . . ^ according to the view of one class of people ^ the strike move-
ment A i applied to well-informed people.

» - f^ T =&

;2 ^ 'W 6«l A
iAo^ - ?^ +
^ ^ B$ ^ H
H ^ ^ W:»S fS

W% A |51 H a W:»

^^M ft^ ^ ®^ is a s ffi

- m m lo^
fl X.4: m 1i

$r 11 S iS) ^ ^ "^ fr J^eat your gong^ your candy peddle ;

seek not in other trades to meddle.
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The English Government at the present time has drafted a Bill

dealing with the question of the minimum legal wage. The attitude

of the miners is very quiet, and there is no sign of any disturbance.

The present strike will affect some 500,000 workers in the various

industries of London. The coal transport workers have also declared

(their intention to strike). (The fact that) coal is a contraband

of war will also probably help the strikers. A certain London paper
says that the Government is concerning itself with the strike, and

1. J£ ;#: began a rough draft ;^=^ ^ the first draft of a scheme; here to
draft a Bill to bring before ParHanient.

2. M • -WL deaHng with the lowest labour money legal discussion—discussing
the question of a minimum wage |^ j^* the attitude toward ; dealing with :R 1£ the
lowest X ^ ;i ^ ^ labour's legal wage :i ^ of speech.

3- 9^ M. attitude; bearing.

4. ^ ^ shadow and echo—the way it affects others : as substance produces
shadow and sound echo, so the action of the miners 2S: reaches to, affects, the
London labourers.

5. H . . . nn contraband of war : the connection of this with what follows
seems to be, that, since coal is an indispensable itenl in war, the miners will gain
their point.

6. M J* concerns itself with -g^ ^ M- M has informed the mine owners.
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itc^ij fl^ M X fi«i :t;
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has infon\ied the mine-owners that if they will not consent to give

the workers the minimum wage they demand, the Government will

take over the mines as the final settlement.

1. HtJ . . . rli it will take over tiie mines 35 sign of the future.
2. ^ ... it as a linal settlement of the affair.

READING LESSON XII. Zl +

Compulsory Reformation.

WM- # ® ^ p1^ ^ al

ife M ^ M -& KMMmn^mn'm^nmm^m&mx nsimm mm.MM mmAM m m^m * m i& « a

A^m^ MMmm ~ m.m mm ^ m

A Permit for Opium Smokers to Buy Opium.

1. n] it this stands for the three high officials whose titles ended with fi]

viz.—Provincial Treasurer; Provincial Judge; Salt Commissioner, and also the
Grain Commissioner whose title ended with it i-e., i^ it-

2. M l^ to reduce in due proportion.

3- ^ • • • f!^ it appears that the opium-smoker has made a true state-

ment of the facts (of his case) and has applied for a Permit. <il used not in-

frequently of things granted as a favour ^ ^ holding the facts : see helow ^ Jf
^ ^ truthfully iill up the details of his application.

4. JU . . . . ^ that it may he evidence to produce when purchasing opium.
5- M • ^ ^ necessary-to-be-sent Permit. This phrase often occurs at the

end of official communications, but it is not easy to decide as to its exact meaning.
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^P ^ ^M ft -.MoA @ s ^ « A ^„¥
I- # • • • il^ number 2,935 under the character ' Spring." Documents are often

classified under one or other of the character's found in the =[- ^ ^ the Thousand
Character Classic. The numbers as recorded' here are in what are known as |^ ;H'I

iig or ii^ -T^ Soochovv numerals. These are commonly emp!o\ed in business: B",^-
or (S, are written under the iirst hgure of the series; e.g., | ~I20 XZIUl 4,230;
-LO:i 60,700; -A-OOOi 60,007.

2. ]lt . . , \}fi this detailed Permit r^ refers to the various items, ^ ^M.-

3. M=)if n^.

4- J^ H^ before it will be possible to . . . ,

5. i^ ^ prepared opium : boiled and ready for consumption. Before being
subjected to this process it is known as (^ ±/. the ashes left after smoking are
called ^ j^ smoke ash.

6. '^-
. . . Wi must not exceed the amount (smoked) during five da^'S ; i.e.,

if he smoked ~ || a day, not more than 31 tl should be sold him at one time.

7. {^ . . . /^ opium must only be purchased from authorized dealers.

8. it. ... ^ only permitted to reduce the quantity, not to increase it.

9. — ... A one ll of raw opium is the equivalent of A :^ prepared opium
K . . . . ^ other amounts to be calculated at the same rate. Jjf ^ to break off and
reckon—to calculate.

10. Jg. . . . ^i" it is now decided to collect uniformly (the price) in silver

instead of 'cash', at the rate of fifteen cash to a 'treasury' candareen. ^ to be
the equivalent of ; to turn into, as one value to another ; ^ ^ Treasury scale—the
official standard weight.
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m^^ mu - m ± n "^ Br m m m M.
m.in # » g m^z m.zm m^jM.:^ ^ m

BoBmB um'£.m.zmmmMm.
H.A+.i5: M £ ^ $jp i: '^ ffi t ^
in ffi B 2: i/s * 3s..m B.iiii M
^ 1^ ii ^o'i «MM ^ it !«: M ± ^.

rate.

1. J£ . . . ^ amounts bought under an ounce to be calculated at the same
t[I ^ to deduct and reckon.

2. Fp . . . J^ to report on and forward to the head Taxation Bureau. Ff to

report to a superior ^ to forward, as a prisoner, etc.

3. r* u the amount of opium bought must, with date, be filled in on
accompanying" form (not printed in this Lesson), which must then be stamped
with the shop stamp. ^ ^ amount ; how much. ^ $g after leaf—a form orginal-

ly attached to the Permit. U M 'Z, Jn the columns headed ^ respectively.

4. JU, . . . . ^h if goods are tendered in exchange for opium, the amount of
opium given must not exceed five days ' suppl}^ jy. take 4^ goods ^ i^ in exchange
for opium, i.e., no matter what value the goods may be, no more than the five

days ' supply is to be given.
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LESSON XIII. =in — f. 4!
=. + m

TIMES AND SEASONS.

+ II T^ ^v^ ^
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=. m^ ^ M ^
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Differences between the Chinese and Foreign Calendar.*

The world revolves once round the sun in a little more than

365 days. The astronomy of each country, generally speaking, fixes

this as a year and divides the year into twelve months. The
number of days in the year does not exactly make up the time taken

for the earth to revolve round the sun, hence each (country) in-

tercalates in order to rectify this.

* From the Chinese National Readers, an admirable series of books published by the Com-
mercial Press, Shanghai.

1. H [pj different, similar—points of difference.

2. J^ . . . ^ there are 365 da3's and over. :%' ^ cM^ odd ; single.

3. ^ . . . . ^ equally divide the vear into twelve months ^ i^ the rear it

often=^' the '

j^ ' into ' e.g., 5^ M divide into ...

4- iS S just finish up; to exactly correspond with. '

'

5. 7b Z hence each arranges to intercalate in order to wipe out the odd
periods. M to put or place= to place in order; to arrange for iU jf^ usually a noun,
news ; report, etc., here used verbally, to do away with.

6. -:k . . . ^ great established month. ^ indicates the relation of ^ to the
cycle : it is so related that it has 30 days.

it^Wi^i B M iH^ Time flies like an arrow; days and months
like a shuttle.
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The Calendar of our country has decided on 30 days for a long
month, and 29 days for a short one. (So reckoned) the sum of

the days in a year does not equal the time the earth takes to revolve

round the sun. In all (there is a shortage of ) over ten days. The
result is that, in the course of two years, there is an odd amount of

29 days, making one month—an intercalary month. In such years

there are thirteen months.

In the Calendar of Western nations, every month has either 30
or 31 days, only the 2nd month has 28 days. All told, these days
fall short of the time it takes the earth to revolve round the sun, by
six hours. In the course of four years these six hours amount to a

day, and are added to the 2nd month, making- the number of its

days 29. This (extra) day is an intercalary day.

Our Calendar determines the new moon and full moon by the

revolution of the moon once round the earth; hence it is known as

the Lunar Calendar. The Western Calendar determines the year

I. ^ to inspect, here indicates the passing of time. It is detined in Kanghsi's
Dictionary by fa H ^ "Viieh is the accumulation of days.

2. BJ=^ jg a period of two hours.
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H It «5 « a M.m

ZZizmn
la * 4 a iij -ta.

l)y the revolution of the earth round the sun only, hence it is known
as the Solar Calendar.

At the present time all European and American States use the

Solar Calendar, and Japan has imitated them. We are alone in the

use of the Lunar Calendar. >^^^^^^>^^^^'^;^^:^^^^ ~
: ^ ^

-

1. # •& commonly added after definitions: -til also rounds off the end of a
sentence.

2. 1% ... 1^ darkness and light; the two principles Avhich are supposed to

have had to do with creation ; etc.

READING LESSON XIII. H +

The School Master Abroad.

mm -M mmm^ '^2.^

^
A Rough Draft of the Rules of the United Educational

Association.

1- ^ W ^ educationists.

2. JU . . . i^ ill order to supervise the progress of education.

3- Vi "H. set forth as follows . ,

.
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I- ifef4- tl textbooks.

2. i^ . . . JH matters connected with methods of teaching and administration.

3- m n Normal School education.

4-

Schools.

•^ Industrial education, such as is given in ^ ^- ^ ^' Industrial

^^ female education.5- :^ ^F ^ w
6. ^ f^ Jitl:

"^ advocate the formation of (educational) Associations.

7- S F1 # f& special courses of study.

8. ^ ... ^ to unify the language and literature of the Five Nations, i.e.,

Chinese, Manchu, Mongolian, Thibetan, and Mohammedan.

9. ^ . . .
—

' one of the following qualifications.

10. 2K . . . ^' one who is introduced by two senior members of the Association.

II- -^ ^ to introduce; to introduce friends to each other.

12. ^ 1^ to complete a course of study; to graduate.

13. t^i . . . :# a graduate of a higher grade than a High School. The new
order of schools is Primary School |)7 ^ '']'# ^ or ^ ^ ^ ^ ; Preparatory School

^ f5f ; Intermediate School ff # ^; High School ^ ^"
''J* ^ ^; College or Univer-

sity %m^^oT-^mu.
14. Jg. . . , # one who at present fills, or who has in the past filled, the post of

teacher fS: it a teacher.

15. ^ . - . ^ one thoroughly versed in the principles of education.

16. gij # ^ Vice-President.
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1. 'jg ^ to elect by vote.

2. ^ H^ \ the originator.

3- ^ '^ elected. .

•

4- ^ K # a meeting where all the members are present.

3. ^ . . . ^ elected by ballot in which no names are recorded; secret ballot

^ w to cast in a ticket—^ballot.

6. jB . . . pj but it must be authorized by the majority. ^ gt the majority,
in contrast to ^^I^ ®i; the minority ; fg n! to recognize as allowable ; to authorize.

7. H M the term of office.

8. M K expenditure.

9- A # ^ entrance fee.

10. ^ . . . ^ nothing fixed as to the amount of special subscriptions; it is left

open to members of the Association to solicit and lay by.

11. -^ . . . $f the rights, privileges, and duties of members ^ ^ duties.

12. Hfl . . . R to make known the objects of the Association [|5 ^ to explain

and spread abroad.

13- J^ • • • ?;& have responsibility in the matter of funds.

14. tIc . . . ^ members of the Association have the right, on the opening of a
session, to express their opinions, or to bring forward matters for discussion and
decision. ^3 % to open a meeting, in contrast to fjc "^ to close a meeting.
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S ¥ JK ^ ^ H.* j? it a ^ ^ *
s li * ng.wB # « r.* i^ - t # it o
«o^ M ^ ^ H # ffl # «.^>^ Mx^oB

I. Ai • •
^"^ 3^1^ those who act In any respect in the following manner ....

-• ^ • • # those who bring discredit on the good name of the Association.

LESSON XIV. n -v

THE FAMINE FETE,

11 «^m.^ ^b
^ ra ^ ® S

s. 5i ^ X ^ ^ f¥

+ n ^ M i^
^ si.^ m It 2x *
>^ :?^ iS ffi^ :tK n /^

An Account of the *' Exhibition. ))

The members of the Famine ReHef Committee, both Chinese

and foreigners, on account of the appahing famine conditions in

various parts of Anhwei and Kiangsu, and the need of large funds

for both rehef and rehef works, decided to borrow the Wei Shuen
Garden belonging to Mr. Chang, and throw it open for a grand

1. S ^ a lival display of gems, an exhibition of wares ; also S ^
2. -^ . . . -^ Chinese and Foreign Public Relief Organization. This is the

title of a committee composed of Chinese and foreigners, formed to collect funds
in aid of the sufferers from famine in the provinces of Anhwei and Kiangsu.

3- ^M under different jurisdictions, in parts of the two provinces of Kiang-
su and Anhwei.

4- X • • • ^ labour and relief both in operation; relief works and relief by
grants of grain and money.

5- & M. public discussion : AV indicates the action of both parties.

^T ^^ ft ^» ?'J A To light ofie's la?iiernfor ajiother 7nan.
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Exhibition for benevolent purposes for three clays—the 25th, 26th,

and 27th, of the 5th month, foreign calendar, i.e., the 9th, loth, and
nth, of the 4th month, Chinese calendar. : <

Each day it was open from 3. p.m. till midnight. We hear that

the displays were extremely fine. There were dancing, Chinese and
foreign music, theatricals with both male and female actors, fire-

works, hypnotism, and all sorts of moving pictures; pleasing to a
degree to both ear and eye.

In addition, both foreign and Chinese tradesmen opened stalls,

and exhibited for sale goods of various kinds; the lustre of gems
and jewels caught the eye and filled one with surprise. There
were refreshment stalls and cafes where vou could indulo^e at

pleasure. There was much more movement and life about this

Exhibition than about any previously held.

1. sf^ this is applied to the days of the foreign month; U to the days of the
Chinese month.

2. ^ :^ usually men only perform in Chinese plays.

3. 1§ ... ® hurry to[sleep device—^hypnotism.
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We also heard that Ching-yuin-ching, Chen-hsin-seng, Cheng

chien-yii, Hong-ping-chiah, and Hsii-chi-ih, on account of their

earnest desire to help the work of famine relief, invited fellow-actors

who shared their sentiments to perform the piece—The Sorrowing
Swan and Her Tears of Blood. They acted the heart-rending con-

ditions of the calamity-stricken people to the life, without need of

embellishment. These gentlemen, in addition, acted a new play

—

The Awakening of the Age. The point of it was to arouse their

fellow-countrymen from their lethargy to go forward with the

awakened and progressive New China. Their purpose, too, was to

interest the visitors and add to their enjoyment. Each actor gave
his services free, with a sole desire for the piiblic good; all proceeds

were in charge of the Relief Committee. They have decided to act

the two pieces on Saturday and Sunday. May we earnestly request

1. ^ ^ the fundamental (idea) was in . . .

2. S? ^ drunken dream, or sleep.

3. M 6S to favour with a visit.

v^> ?t
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mm :k^ m
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the different sections of the community to put their business aside,

and favour the Gardens with a visit : this is most desirable. In all

probability, at that time, gentry and traders of a benevolent turn

of mind, and earnest-minded ladies will, without fail, come together

to see, (and so) enlarge their horizon.

I- ^ ^ connected sleeves—side by side ; together.

READING LESSON XIV. +

^.
' -.Oyez!

I- tH ^ to publish; to issue, as a paper or book ^ is used in the sense of
' edition ' as ^ the fourth edition : copyright is expressed by f^ ^.

2. ;^ . . . ^ will our readers take notice that owing to pressure of church
news on our space, we have printed three sheets extra with this issue. ^ ^ news

;

information; ^ ^ to press; squeeze; 'pressure'; ^ M, give attention; at the
beginning of an article ' take notice ' : it is often repeated.

3. ^ . . . o' an important notice. ^ 'o' a notice; an announcement.

4. M • • • iffi has been received with great favour by all classes.

5. ;^ H # the three Manchurian provinces. ^

6. ^\i . . . jMl such places as Japan Pi .^; Korea ^ M (or Chosen |fl f^) ;

Burmah M fij ; Java jR 1^; New Zealand Iff M IB ; the Sandwich Islands fl ^ ill

;

South Africa ]f H >}\i ; California ^ H ± ^ lU ; Canada 3^Z=^m :k.

7. |5E • . . -^ since the sales have increased, the contents should also increase.

ff i§ sales ; p*^ # what is contained—the contents.
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1. i'n . . . ?fii increased the number of pages and variety of subjects, f^
branches—of knowledge ^ classes—of subjects, etc.

2. 2S . . . ^' those who are in full sympathy with (the objects of) the paper.

3- ^ ^ either to send us articles to lighten up our pages, or else urge
others to buy in order to enlarge our sale area. ji| a wild swan, jl^ leaf

; page.

4. K • . . & this will be as great an achievement as preaching the Gospel.

5- i^ . . - S we trust that all will take notice of this brief intimation g^ ^
small; insignificant; f^ |g humbly to hope.

6. ^ At the north of the province of Anhwei.

7- '^ • •.• ^ at this time of the failure of the harvest '^ ^.^ ^ green and
yellow fail to join—the crops do not ripen.

8. ;^ . .

9. # •

.

JO. ^..
11.^ ..

(envelope) to

12. ?^ . .

. ^ no one knows the number all told.

i^ to open the purse and give the surplus—to give of one's abundance.

. f^ a special notification; for general information.

. ^ purchase a Post Office Order and forward it (in) registered
• • .

#' ife ?i ^ P. O. Order U^to register.

. ^ the editor of this paper i. ^ editor.
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LESSON XV. mS.+

THE PEARL OF PARABLES.

A n - * ^ m ^ IS.

II te ^;r ^ ^ jt if fs
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Am ^i^im

And Jesus said, A certain man had two sons: and the younger
of them said to his father, Father, give me the portion of thy

substance that falleth to me. And he divided unto them his Hving.

And not many days after, the younger son gathered all together,

and took his journey into a far country; and there he wasted his

substance with riotous living. And when he had spent all, there

arose a mighty famine in that country ; and he began to be in want.

And he went and joined himself to one of the citizens of that

country; and he sent him into his fields to feed sw-ine. And he
would fain have been lilled with the husks that the swine did eat

:

1. ^ a season. This is used in the third of a series, e.g., ^ fft" ^ one, two,
three. Here :^ indicates the younger of the two.

2. ^ interchanged with 1^ is a verb, to give, in addition to its usual meaning
of I, me. What was given is introduced by JU; so below JU. j^ ^ ±,.

3- ^it M shortly; in no long time.

4. tl^ provisions; rations; here used verbally, to give food to. ; \ .

5. ^ ... 2^ desired to take the husks which the pigs ate, etc . . . ; , . _/

?K "F 13 Hj ^ /f« f^ "^^^ I'cfurn of the Prodigal is beyond price.
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and no man gave unto him. But when he came to himself he said,

How many hired servants of my father's have bread enough and to

spare, and I perish here with hunger ! I will arise and go to my
father, and will say unto him, Father, I have sinned against heaven,

and in thy sight : I am no more worthy to be called thy son

:

make me as one of thy hired servants. And he arose, and came
to his father. But while he was yet afar off, his father saw him,

and was moved with compassion, and ran, and fell on his neck,

and kissed him. And the son said unto him, Father, I have sinned

against heaven and in thy sight : I am no more worthy to be called

thy son. But the father said to his servants, Bring forth quickly

the best robe, and put it on him ; and put a ring on his hand and

r. Ig . . . 5c to offend against heaven. Confucius addedfe p)i ^ 111 none to
whom one can pray : our Lord teaches here the open way to the Father.

2. B§ . . . ^ it will be enough if you regard me as a hired servant.

3- tB ^ distant from.

4. 3^ to clothe.
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shoes on his feet : and bring the fatted calf and kill it, and let us

eat and make merry: for this my son was dead, and is ahve again;

he was lost and is found. And they began to be merry. Now his

elder son was in the field : and as he came and drew nigh to the

house, he heard music and dancing. And he called to him one of

the servants, and inquired what these things might be. And he said

unto him, thy brother is come ; and thy father hath killed the fatted

calf, because he hath received him safe and sound. But he was
angry and would not go in : and his father came out and entreated

him. But he answered and said to his father, Lo, these many years

do I serve thee, and I never transgressed a commandment of thine

:

and yet thou never gavest me a kid, that I might make merry with

my friends : but when this thy son came, which hath devoured thy

living with harlots, thou killedst for him the fatted calf. And he
said unto him. Son, thou art ever with me, and all that is mine is

1. iU . . . 1^ on account of ; because . . . hence . .

.

2. ffS ... TjT M &ij but . . . arrived and you then ...
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thine. But it was meet to make merry and be glad: for this thy

brother was dead, and is ahve aoain; and was lost and is found.

READING LESSON XV. 5. + If? g

t

The Old Order Changeth.

'i:> ^m ii M ¥ g ^ mM J:

^

a

:.M *$ € ^.K ft #>)rr It m m%B.

m m MM m m.m m * ii 'is.ff.^ m.
This Reading Lesson has been inserted as being of historic

interest. It marks the passing of the Great Pure Dynasty, which
for more than three centuries controlled the destinies of the Chinese

people. During its last years, Modern China sprang into being,

and it is pathetic to consider that the one Emperor whose sympa-
thies were with it should have passed away without seeing the

consummation of those reforms he so ardently desired, and on
account of which his li|3erty and power were taken from him by

the masterful Tzti Hsi.



tKSSONS IN Klvl^Mt^NTARY WE^NLI. 16

;. _ ^ # it s # /a m^mm ±m-
' B nmrnn^yr. -vV rfe

=f^.nm'R i\ ^h\iU /^\

m^^ m.^ M. m

m

7K ®.^ -^ K.a §•

1, ^" to make known to.

2. J*}» ^ in one's minority; while a minor.
3- H . . . S5C drop the curtain and listen to government; to administer the

affairs of government. Female modesty is supposed to need a curtain between the
Empress Dowager and the Ministers of State.

4. sSn the commands of an Empress. '

''^::''--\-r'yr'-- -^^ '' -^y:.'.: r/i^..'::.

5. # <|^ a divine utensil; the throne.

6. ^ . . . /o These are the titles of the late Empress Dowager. They have
b^en rendered as follows:—" The Empress Dowager (^:j{C/n) motherly, auspicious,

orthodox, heaven- blessed, prosperous, all-nourishing, brightly manifest, calm, sedate,
perfect, long-lived, respectful, revered, worshipful, illustrious and exalted." These
sixteen honoriiic titles gave their possessor the right to an annual grant from the
public funds of 100,000 taels (say £20,030) for each title. For an illuminating
account of this remarkable woman see "China under the Empress Dowager."
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15 I^liSSONS IN I^LEMKNTARY WJ^NU-

ti*^.^
t^ i^ i©j3Mi ^; ^t* in^ :^ q^ rfft

'\UW%

fi.a.n ^ @J'l ;'L

.-m.+ m

... :k m m^^ E ^

ikUM
•^.jHbo^ 2: a M t^ ».#,15—. Il_ —r-» .=i> »//_ -44* -44** Ijm
a

D< .^^

ilif^jpj

i^B

P.

!• ^ • • • M to proclaim Constitutional Government at the expiration of nine
years. ;£ ^ to set up Constitutional Government.

2. ^ . . . ^ this is the dynastic title of T'ung-chi.

3. ^ 5^t heir-apparent.

4. :^ tf a term applied to a deceased Emperor or Empress before a post-

humous title has been chosen.

5- al • • • ^ has, dragon-borne, gone to be a guest—^has died: ^ ^ to die,

of Emperors.

6. ^ ... 1^ to perform joint sacrifices at the ancestral shrine of the late

Emperor. 7ft it to act in the capacity of son to a deceased person who has left no
child, in the matter of ancestral worship: commonly known as — ^ pR ^ one son
with two ancestral halls.

7. :^ . . . ^ to give his undivided attention to stud3^

IIO
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Mzm mM.m 't\m.± a m m.\

m ffi.^ m M.^< m # ^>?&.^ n «^ ^ ®
^fi" m,Z.W S ^v.M m tffi 4" Ml iifi I5( # ift

E ».#c n ^ w s.« s ^ « f ^
^ ^.jlfccS H E ^ # # il ifr:^.iiJ

>r M H t# ® mM ^M mmM

fJ^m.3^^^.^ m. 3t
r<|li

" M li E jftn ^ it ?&.^mmm ^.n

m

-h ^ iE.# W 1e IJc it ;^ :^ ^sd' m-m
mnm m.v^M t'i ^ b ic>« ra i: m
)snvb:Btz — m. X^ « ¥,^ %i

MSM.^ ii M -b IE ^ a ?1 ^ Jp^lf
.Emm ^MB^'^M.mmm^
1. This is the ± ^ of the new Emperor J5 ^ the }§ '^ referred to above. •

2. |g . . . fi^ looked forward to ruling over a reformed people.

3. ^ ... g so as to comfort the spirit of his departed Majesty.

4- ?! • • • tfc wear mourning for three years as a mark of respect, and to
slightly express the sincerity of Our grief.

Ill
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B.m.
ic M a ^ « H i*,# 4fe.W ft «iic

a i: M'¥ ?' « ^ i: m.m.l^ Fr ^ M.

I. .]". ^ This is one of the last decrees of Tzu Hsi, providing for the Prince
Regent to take over the reins of government in conjunction with the new Empress
Dowager.

. 2. jS . . . :g"> subject to m_v instructions.

3- ^ • • Hi seized with mortal sickness.

4- iS • • • ^r should there arise any matters of vital importance, he should
act at all times in accordance with the Empress Dowager's will, which he w-ill

obtain in person ^ if^ petition and receive, i e., obtain by seeking her advice in

person.

-i*-08C>^«-
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AI

^^ Patriotism.

AN

60

Plflg 43

M^ 60

J^'^ Secret dis-

affection.

10

44



LDSSONS IN KLE^MENTARY WICNLI.

^#1^ Chris-

tianity. 8

^Tfs:^ Endow-
ment.

^^tJ^ Com-
memorative

tablet.

^̂t^^a or

Memorials

;

Keepsakes.

CHIH

tJH 16

^ 3; 21

M.M 60

Mi5 44
3^S 21

i5:5:J Violent.

^;^ Influence.

CH'I

M 2

^ 10; 14; 38;

68.

it 23

^t 47

iS£ 32

^H 21

11$ 60

:^^' 95

JtH^ 68

^JtlL The rest;

the remainder.

Mm The start-

ing point.

CHlC

It 3P

IR 15

j^ sign of geni-

tive2; indicat-

ing a class 2

;

descriptive 3;

12; 25; pro-

noun 8 ; 9 ; 1 7

;

this 49 ; to go

59-

^^ I

Mfi^ 41546

^1) 30

-^^ 62

IS^ 79

CHIH

1: 95

m^ 18; 74

^f^ 20

It^ 43

11^5: to have

the supremacy.

CH'J

*II<

CHIAH

44

57

43

CHIE

25

CHIANG

){| 14; 16; 58;

65-

D: 51

CH'IANG

63

76

51

57

# 17

ii??!?:?;?^ To
procrastinate.

CH'ifH

CHIA

70

55

^M 67

?S^I^W 67

5^fi^^ Dras-

tic measures.

SS^II C Strug-

gle for exist-

ence.

mW^PPlA fierce

battle.

CHIAO

*fl ^ 35

M .
.

74

^ indicating a

class 7.

fS(i 30

*nif 89

MM 42

iS:W 22

ic^ 56; 78

^*n 72

I5:W 25

mm 98

^j^ Diplomatic

intercourse.

97
98

i^^k Loans; a

loan.

Security for

loan.

CH'IE

a. 14

CHIEH

m 28; 58

1^ 61

I^Pp^ Interroga-

tion.

CHIEN

E 65

95
51'

16

43

45
no

J^M Epaulette

(officers).

CH'IEN

m
m

mm-
mn

**^ 85
:?^>ii^^M^ Inter-

change of

views.

ca'iAO

55

18

' 63

55

51

1^^ The future.

"f^t, 93

^^ or ^ To
affix a signa-

ture.

^^mm 7
^^ta^Pre- ^

millenialists.
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8 CHUH
\^^y-^ To iti-

volve foreign

interference.

CHIN

^
#

fT

ism

17

63
20

57

63

79
j^Jfj^ Progress in

or towards

;

advance.

i%ip Progress.

5gp Import.

^iJ^ Evolution.

^|tfi Finance;

money trans-

actions. "^

^r^iL^ 85

UpMil 40

^raitiii Finan-

cial organiza-

tion.

CH'IN

at J? Struggle

for existence.

^^ Finances.

^mt 47

47

47
70

7^
85

ii^t

5-*'^^-,

B^mmB For

money to be

"tight."

M^IijS&Peking-
Kalgan Rail-

way.

CH'ING

^ A request ; an

invitation.

32

63

Ambassa-

dor.

CHING

VfJ

8; 46

: 48

;^ 85

;; 18

50

63

70

: 7

99

* as.

Ff»^ 20; 45

^® :; 58

4*^ V% So

tfijfc Neutral;

neutrality.

ffj^ Medium

;

"pass" of ex-

aminations.

*^^ 98

+:^lS© Central

Government.

i^i^wT^ Orders

from the Cen-

tral Govern-

ment.

4»li|^^ Chi-

nese Republic.

i^m ' 53

^^^ Y. M.
C A

W^'^T^k 104

W^ii?!^ 'Tsing-

tao-Tsinan

Railway.

C3IU

M 48; 50; 61

JA 3

mM : 53

Ait ^ 86

'Slltl 1^0 make
enquiries.

CH'ONG

1^ ^ Candle

power.

CH'IT

l»at 39
46

47
52

no

CH'UH

ffiP Export.

CHUAN

:^
^M

#J^ Opposi-

tion; to come

into collision

with.

68, ^

^

103

42

68

86

48

58

70
68

CHU

CHOH

CHONG

79

M

»

as

5

20; 52

109

20; 53

53

64
103

104

$# Special

items.

]§7fil A patent.

CH'UAW

9

i?l To advo-

cate; to origi-

nate.

^11 Motive

power.

5f

CHUANG

^il

57
98

34
72

78

19

60

91

CHUEN

64; 81
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CH'UEN

U'^ Pure, as

language.

CHUI

jIW- 74

CH'UI

CHiJ

25

21

46
21

CH'UEN

§ 8

^ 13; 51

IE 48
M, 62

mwi 3

S^ 99
^-fu] 44

^Itl To second

a motion.

^^ To vote for

a motion,

jp^ll Military

salute.

CHtJH

^ State of af-

fairs.

^^ Neutral.

CH'U

104

33
Withdraw ; do

away with ; can-

cel.

y^^ To make a

treaty.

m 43

^M 54

mm 43

l^^jf; Powers;

e.g., of a Pres-

ident.

^11 The whole

body of; all

together.

^P# 99
WiM^ Indus-

trial exposi-

tion.

CHiJIN

mm

CHUEH

9; 42

S 57

i^ 26

^i 48

:f:A 4
•^^ Martial

law.

:^g: Military

songs.

:%|fe Equal priv-

ileges—of

nations.

J^^?f MiHtary

band.
'^''^ Com-
munists

;

socialists.

^^iA
'^

CH'tim

EO

43

50

FAH

32

50

40

49
87

87

^7

rill) Franc.

fIBU To eluci-

date; to start

a new idea.

Ifr^Jr 87

^^A 64

m^M^M 43

FAN

/L 82

Km 43

>L-..# 19; 58

IS^ Sphere;

scope; prov-

ince; juris-

diction.

FANG

Wm
II ; 61

18

64

64

93
^i^"^ Point of

view; position.

mt Precau-

tions.

')S%\ Direction;

aim.

FEI

# 12

49

57

57
12

7^5!* T> 1:53

FEN

^ 61

^jlb 84

^:^ 43; 95

flJ^ Divergent.

FENG

60

60

17

42

59

FU

^ 24

SiJ 32

s 51

)^^ Corrupt, as

of the age,

men, etc.,

obselete, out

of date.

UWih 78

ijt^

FUH

U%

98

83

104

52

HAI

f§^ 54
60

^||]i The navy
flag.
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HAN

IPPJ

40

n^m^ Mis-

understanding

as to the real;

facts.

HAO

IS :-

52,

m

somn

68
HUH

HUA

20

58

58

67

63

106

HUEN

HSI

22

^ 85

HEP

j^ Way of

retreat.

HO

51

HOH

55
80

57

85

4t:^#E To re-

move precon-

ceived ideas.

55

41

86

85
S3.

HUAN

fi$fe Sacrificial

victim; a pa-

triot ready to

die for his

country.

HSIA

^^ Market for

goods; sphere

of sale.

^Hc The 'funny'

column of a

newspaper.

>hWt Novels;

stories.

HSIANG

1^ .21; 36; 58

16

84
61

^ To amal-

gamate.

-^^P Federated

States.

63

46

Sx^II: 104

fj^^ Recep-

tion.

f^^It To ex-

change creden-

tials.

HUANG

^
^

HONG

HU

^

104

7
60

28

HSIEH

HSIEN

14

-tt-

77
109

HUEH

^ 16; 24
16

EUEI

0A 44
#^ 64

#!# 74

_^ 102

^ A money
draft.

63

105

72

89
82

46

43

tfi 28

njk 79

^g To re-

spond; to fol-

low at once.

.fJi Imagina-

tion. V ;

^^^ 56

mmn To
create a 'pre-

cedent.

^W^B Dis-

cussed in turn.

%m 45
^>^ A shilling.

Transfer

at sight.

^^ Present

appearances

;

phenomena.

Hsm

mm 103

fit. .
13

MM 53

fg^ Confidence.

HSING

frit

HSIAO

mek
95
18

65

43

HSIOH

64

34

76
82

103

10

36

64

43

^% Board of

Education.
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HSIU

^^ Stripes on

sleeve to indi-

cate civil or

military rank.

HStf

^^,^. Nihilists.

HStJEN

^m III

^4T 49

±^ 65

j^m 72

mw: 99

^|g To declare

war.

^f^ Selected

class—for

special studies.

HSiJIN

43

mm 43

mn 78

m^jB Scouts.

#£ia^ 49

I

B

3^

45; 73; be-!

cause 19; 55;
in order that:

20; joined to;

another word;

21 ; shewing

result 21 ; on

account of 24;

means used

26;27;= ^4^
39; so as to!

39; 55; 61
;|

introducing !

subject 54; to;

the effect that;

-stands at be-'

ginning of a

communica-

tion 68

m^
ym
m^

3

14

106

55

4^ defined by j^

7; to employ 9;
indicating ob-

ject proposed

9 ; marking

object 9; II

;

22; 43; 44;

Bifff

mn
^3S

Wmm In or

der to observe

public opinion.

I

I

8

8

43

29

46

69

89

95

56; 65

109J
261

26

Zl
42

62

44

yz

A motion,

i"^ Congress

(U. S. A.).

:

'^ Cordially

agreed to af-

ter discussion.

m^ Parliament.

%%M. Member of

Parliament.

tl^ Philosoph-

ical instru-

ments.

mm^M The
motion is lost.

m.l%^± The
motion is car-

ried.

IH

-ft
.Illl.

62

46
2

8; 30
IT

4
62

58

85

II

II

51

69

36

* . • -^ 6

sf p^ Article

translated

from another

newspaper.

-WM 35

-Mrfr:g 26

-wmm 54

-^iifi^ no
-l^tH:^ Lack
of cohesion;

separation.

^^J^^fi To
adopt a gold

standard.

74

lA

II
pn

n^i

iT
r J

lAH

85

42

35

40

40

\ To im-

prison.

JANG

51

V^fT Foreign

firm.

lAO

MM The impor-

tant point.

MM The main
thought.

IE

4

%U

6; II

49
8

28

28

^i^ High-
handed pro-

ceedings.

•••»

^^A
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lEN
151 jS^ Band of

IQ- 20 niusicians.

1=1

mm

mm
m±

C3

3

62

93

93

93

5jf^ To investi-

gate.

m^^tP Vigor-

ous protest.

-

IN
'

M : 97

^ 42

|^f7 Bank.

1^^ Peril.
UTS' 'Ci*

"hH^ a con-

cert.

PPfC^ Stamp
duties.

^^mj^

lONG

t5cl#;^ Choir

lU

56

45

50

103

I^ 21

64

Ml^St Sur-

vival of the

fittest.

^<ff Mutual re-

lations.

K'AN

gfc

lUH

KAI

42

E^^

151

^
IKG

7

14

29

61

91

22

^JJ5 Cinemato-

graph.

^i:=f3^ 103

i(ffi

55

2; 15; 17

18

; 58; 59;

9

42

.10

; - 8

80

95

^ High class

;

"distinction/'

of examina-

tions.

f^ To treat

well.

;^...^' 4; 16;

18

^tic^ 17

iim^ 81

^flM Kinder-

garten.

mmWl Post of-

fice.

muM^. 104

#il2^m Lim-

ited Company.

42; 73

20; 31; 44

[^^ Red
cross nurse;

hospital ma-

tron.

K'ANG

mm

95 35
61

a§:K

e^^ " 32

^m 73

ej^]^ To change

;

to reform, 42

m$$i. 73

m-M-m 34

K'AI

42 ifiU

17

47
47
22

KAO

103

33

m
m

58; 60

65
';;:;: 84

# : 74

i^ To begin

the show.

KAN

^1^ An adver-

tisement.

^W^^ 98

^^>J>^^ 98

KEH

J^ 7
Pi^ll^ Separation.

K'EH

^ 62

^f$ To inter-

fere ; inter-

ference.

^fg To meddle

with ; to in-

tervene.

^•g Persuasion

;

convincing

speech.

KENG

)^^11#

7

7

7^

72

53

_ KEO_

f6j]]jg
A toady; a

sycophant.

K'EO

62

94
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KIAI

i8; 64
i;6

94

33

98

KO

fg A Individual

;

as opposed to

collective.

KOH

^ i;49

m^ 73

^a 100

#;^^ 5

# ..# 68

#^-|^ 46

^p-^m Cab-

inet Officers;

the Cabinet.

K*0

^ Public debt."

^® Universal
i

principle.
i

X§:^ Sappers

and miners.

X^p15 Chamber
of Commerce.

^jfc^^ Public

schools.

KU

If PI

11+
54

63

84

91

KUANG

^m

w 8

m^^Curriculum.

27

KONG

52

38

32; 48

38

50

54

54

76

100

58

57

IH 48

WC 8

@ 34:48

% 52

^ Shares

—

company.

m^ 48

aijfc 30

m^ 52

3^^ Share-

holder.

^^ Stock.

f^P^ To applaud.

Igfp^'g' Adviser

to the govern-

m^
52

103

3^fHTo signal

by lights.

m 95

K'UANG

Pl^,^ Interna-

tional law.

KUEI

If 'fti
Naturaliza-

tion.

K'UEI

^f^^qiTore-
vive peace ne-

gotiations.

LAI

•Ho. 49

ment.

K'U

KUA

js.m

18

93

8

^

m 104

K'UAI

17

KUAN

m
71

2

KUEH

mn 55

13^ Credentials,

as of an am-

bassador.

^f|> The Budget.

^-% National

Classics.

rj]^ National

flag.

^^ Kingdom

;

government.

PH Constitu-

tion or dignity

of the State.

^^ Chinese

Senate.

m'^^^ 37

^ Instate rights.

lii^^ National

subscription.

P^!i:Army of

the Republic.

gffg Minis-

ters of State.

^©¥1 58

LAN

mmm 44

LANG

105

LAO

^fj# 90

LEI

85^P]

LI

^] 42

^1J^ 42

^ijg Privileges;

advantages.

3iil Specula-

tion ; theory.

gi^ Ground of

right.

^5C^ 32

M^i^ Political

economy.

a^ 33
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LIH

1J 44

jLM. Constitu-

tional govern-

ment.

LIANG

mm
Mil
mi

11

LIAO

LIEH

63

63

63

92

85

68

97

LIU

^^ Students

who study

abroad.
^?a Phono-

graph.

LO

^^ 17

LOH

Jilggfi The Great

Powers.

^m.i^'^ Bal-

ance of power.

LIEN

f^ 60

fll^^^ Confeder-

ate States.

im

LING

^
M

'T

89

49

49

62

92

54

54

58

»ia Optim-

ism.

nt

LONG

LU

63

J^fi Renter.

LUH

f^!^ Land
forces ; the

army.

f^!^^ The army
flag.

LUEN

\tk 17; 28

An edito-

rial ; to discuss.

Ethics; so-

ciology.

Hi

M
MA

Mark
(coin).

21

93

MAI

l^f,?g Specu-

lation. :

MAN

MEH

MEI

52

32

20

ft

MIEN

MIN

103

m 50

# 9; 45

^1 29

14 ^]| Arts.

MiM'M Artists.

t-l,>^llj 103

m 63

i:^^ 32; 63

ifilfirf 63

^^ Head of the

people.

^'j: Army of

the Republic.

J^licm Magis-

trate.

MING

MEN

P!rfi

104

86

MENG

^^- Mongolia.

^fij5^ 105

^*^^ 98

!^ill% 73

^# Reputa-

tion; fame.

my:x

MO

^
MEO

MI

30

5^^ Supersti-

tion. :

MIH

^1% Cipher;

secret writing.

^^ Secret

telegram.

18

121

MIEH

Ip

2y

M^k

U^
MUH

NAN

35

72

33

55

103

NEI or NUI

^^V 41

fti^ 42

^m 81

^§ 103

p^f^ The Cabi-

net,

^i^^) Board of

the Interior.

NEN6

15 -.
I

21



mn
NIH

NIEH

46

i'lltZE Prince

LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY WENLI

ai^ Paris.

P'AI

Regent.

NIU

78

BWM 103

-^S Vaccine

virus.

^0j Slaves;

servile.

NONG

P?BB

7

72

63

^^:^ 57 ;Pfl Hi Unclosed
! to trade.

PEH

67
PIH

fg:^ Berlin.

PEH

ffiW Auction

98

P'l

l#ii Turn out saleby auction, j^^^f Rubber

the Manchus.

^}.^\^ Turn out

the foreigners

PAN

1031

ill^^l) Board
of Agriculture

and Commerce.

^||:^) Board of

Agriculture

and Forestry.

NU

fit 29

Ntf_

-^^'M Amazon
corps.

^"P^^m Fe-

male suffrage.

n^
OH

^^ Enmity.

^^^ Bad; evil

50

63

PA

90

ili Pence.

P'AN

PEI

!^

13

29 M
62

103!^^ 64 fl

48 1 ^11in Pes-

simism.

tyres.

P'lH

i^

fmm Anarch-

ists.

PANG

17

P^ANG

^ Indiffer-

ence.

PAO

64

64

64
62

(11^ If Guarantee.

44

P'AO

[?p|e The artil-

lery.

P^EI

^0^k Indemnity.

PEN

10; 52

46

P'ENG

P'EO

43

»&

51

Tore-
veal their in-

tentions.

PI

Kt To close a

session.

;t^ 41

Mint.

PIAO

PIEN

7

14

i

29m
ifh Variation.

1^ To apolo-

gize for; an

apologist.

^
F'lEN

PING

104

M.

© 45

^ 112

:£f|pl Soldiers'

pay or rations.

PS To oppose.

II

F'ING

¥ 48
2|s^ Equality;

of the same
rank.
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2p flj^ Peace

Conference.

PO

WL-^

POH

42

mWi Museum.

P'O

48

P'UH

#1^ Q m Honest

study and self

improvement.

RAN

m 29; 37; 46

ti ^^ 15

^iii)l: Rontgen

rays.

RANG

RI

ifoB

21 di5

5; 8; 23

21 i^^

57

92

44

52

54
60

43

7
40

iS^^iL Breach '^^g ^^ inter- i^^ll
of neutrality.! nieddle.

ST-

RiH

ROH

':^fl[ Proper

22 business.

pj^ Officer in

command.

PIT RAO

^T>

^[5f Infantry

19:

4
85

4

A 7^-^ 47

14 ^-^ The execu-

^^fl^-m Com-
RU

PUH

45

REH

^J,ji Zealous; ^n4
ardent. iDJ^

REN

A±

/itm

90

99

99

Aon Moral qual-

5 ities.

3°| AM The human
•^^1 race.

^^lAfl Ethnology.

74 66

:^ 32

64

29

42

4^
10; 30

88

41

39

P'U

Vf I III

I Universal;

general.
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SUEN

^.5iiiii

sui

7

6

12

17

SHAE

/It

.6

II

85

th'i' Society; a

society.

)l^ Leading

article.

SHAN

Hit

18; 63

18; 63

18

39
63

99

SHANG

3

12

39
64

65

80

69

84

±tt 112

If^'lf State of the

market ; com-

merical news.

^H Commerce.

^f- Trade As-

sociation
;

Board of

Trade.

'J/

SHAO

SHEN

15

m 18

m^ 109

m^m Hall of

Justice.

m^iiit

SHENG

mm
SHEO

74

16

14

43

14

43

43

43

51

85

58

f^ (^ To wait.

M^^^ 'Meas-

ures'; as dras-

tic measures.

SHI

44

4
51

13

3; 44

4

39
51

75
28

45

86

HtJ^ 86

£ • • • f^S 9

•g^E, A century.

iSfii 7^-^ age;

generation.

Il^'uf Criticism

of current

events.

ll#if< Epidemic.

^^l^ Moral

philosophy.

possible (con-

ditions).

Sphere of

influence.

SHIH

ii

i|5:

M

it#

^f:

SHOH

SHU

II

30

3

72

21

46

95

98

98

24

66

m-P^ Corre-

sponding sec-

retary.

^|£ Recording

secretary.

B.^>m\^ 87

SHUH

7]<'\i

SHUT

TA

63

78

63

41

24

54
71

no
^^ Essentials;

chief points.

;^^ The gener-

al situation.

^^^ 98

A^S^All the

world's a

stage."

;jl;jl|0 Bar sil-

ver.

:km (or m) m
The Supreme

Court of Law.

^T^^^ Type-

writer.

100

fr 90

TAH

mn
T'A

flfc

69

78

33

45

124



SYLLABIC INDEX TO CHARACTERS AND PHRASES.

TAI

Representa-

tives.

52

29

34
64

g^ House of

T'AI

a Mi
t^m Attitude,

as of one

Power to

another.

TAW

flfjj^
To guar-

antee.

86

17

T'AO

m'ik Natural

selection. To
clean out; to

reduce, as

number of

employees.

|ij-g^ To ask for

an opinion ; to

discuss.

TEH

iiM Germany.

^.^ Moral cul-

ture.

gf!] To sever

(a country)

into two

halves.

T'EO

ISm 99
^^Contributed

articles.

To trans-

fer, as officials

or troops.

T'lAO

T'EH

59

T'AN

TI

103

Conver-

sazione.

TAWG

MM Party-
political.

TAO

iHf:l Special

powers.

JHpIS Distin-

guishing

characteristics.

'm^\)$ 59:

Marked dif-

ferences.

TEKG

m
mm

65

86

29

45

43

44
92

j^# An article,

as of a treaty;

particulars

;

provisions of

a deed.

{^^ Bar gold.

Recom-
mendations.

Treaty

;

conditions—of

action.

TIEH

: 50

74
^15
i 15

'•'/. 15

83

*^^~^ A fuse.

iiWiSff 40

^ Sign of plu-

ral 15; 18; 61

22

47; 69

47

47

47

69

A£J!*

'#@ 47; 61

TEO

^ 50

ife\i Subway.

Ii5 Seat of

Government

;

location.

^\^ To oppose

;

opposition.

m^^-Br 43

m*fit 43

^m
T'lEH

TIEN

T'l

tati v^ 54

^f^ To suggest;

to incite ; to

lead.

Ilf Physical

culture.

fi/H|j-^ 98

TIAO

M'M To investi-

gate.

43

53
86
20

44
53
81

81

no
^^ Telephone.

^fiJ|Telegraphic

code.

^jtS Electric ,

light.

®RM Telegfraph-

ic transfer.

m

T'lEN

its.

63
80

12^



r,K3S0NS IN KLTCMENTARY WENLI.

^ITi Evolution, g;-^;^ Boy

3^J^ Natural se- Scouts.

lection. im^^Sfe
5^j£^ Anti-

I

footbinding — —
society. Wm
%%^ An ob-j

servatory. |

\i%W To nom-

I
inate.

S5 Ji-fl: Degenera-

tion.

TUH

mjL

51

Kim.

TSAI

i3i

73!

80;

TING

£ifi The limit.

T'ING

T'U TS'AI

TO

H 86

j^gl Local row-

14; 62' dies.

TSEH

31J 7; a law:

denoting conse-

quence 1 6 ; rhe-

torical particle.

24

WW 41

m.-.m 7

TS'EH

Sic

79' TUAN

99'Mli

TOH

;g^^$ji Board of

Finance,

T'UAN

T'OH

^m
TOKG

lli:^
Power-

political.

72

89

63

103

tjji

TUEN

IIS 71

•IK To ^corner'

the market.

^5; 50

54

icW 50

35lH"^ 50

:||f^ Property;

! wealth and
7i|-
'

I

possessions.

ifftlitM) Board of

eg Finance.

64! TSAN

!^)j1 To assist;

to help to

bring about.

TS'AN

||p!j5: To with-

draw shares

from a concern.

'#^1

&

TSENG

TSi

T'UEN

Scl 67

TUI

^li)5^ Assembly
^
Hall.

]^^ Sad condi-

tions.

i§ AnimaTfJ 31 ; 35; 46:^1 To aid by

j^ 14! counsel.

H^ 25 1
E:^ Encroach-

es^ 35^91

^f^- To recipro-

cate ; to cor-

respond with.

55

I

12

61

13

65

I

33

42

44
61

44

5

kingdom.

T'ONG

33
68

I^JII Brethren;

fellow coun-

trymen,

iifg News;
communica-

tions.

T'lTI

m 64

45

32

ment—as on

a country.

TSAO

^
TS'AO

W
n^

17

66

66

9i

%%% Capital-

ists ; financiers.

1=1 fl.riff Reforma-

tory.

i . . • Ijle 2

Utijiiict 42

&f^#li liber-

ty to advance

or retreat.
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TS'I i

^ s

mm ^^86
j^^ Secondary.

$^g Assassin.

{t;5 A magnet.

>i.^ Magnetism.

TSU

II

TSO

mm
TSOH

if

f^ ... ft

11^

||[^ " Conces- :^

sion," as at 12.

Treaty Ports. §!

fa^TheFather- ^ili

land. :
Mn

3£ 29

63

3

m
UEI

m
m

3

13

24
29^ sign of pas-

TSUH

TS0N6

5t;

87
18

18

87

13

42

6

42

63

63

24

43

33

43

Mi:

"^:^l^«

58
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40
;^^The literary

column of a

newspaper.

"Xf^ Arts course

in college.

3SC Si Literature.

^M Diploma.

u

3§

§21
MP

73

17

42

35

mm

fI • • • am

63

1

105

3

16

56

Estimates.

• f£ 7

42

^^ 63

Mi:* Budget.

n^m^ 17

UEH

28

96

63

63

|^^^t?)ffi Reading

Club—for

newspaper.

DEN

Jgi

36

51

79

W.^^ 43

%^l!^ Senate

(U. S. A.)

m^'^jr-,^] 49

Sl^f^ To
hand over in

continuous

instalments.

Cm

15

63

Jj^
Physical

exercise; drill.
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